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5A STUDY OP SCRESN SIZING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
ILLINOIS MINING PRACTICE.
I. INTRODUCTION
That branch of mining engineering which concerns itself
with the preparation of mineral for the market in a more concen-
trated form or m.ore available state than in which it was m.ined is
called ore dressing, of which coal preparation is a part. In ore
dressing it is axiom.atic that the ore m.-ust be separated into a
series of sizes durinr, or subsequent to crushing and before it is
treated for separation of valuable m.ineral from the waste or gangue
rock. In coal preparation, m.arket convenience, custom and ef-
ficiency in combustion compel the separation of the mined coal in-
to various sizes, even though no subsequent separation of coal
from contained refuse is attempted. All ore dressing and coal
preparation plants consequently contain screening or sizing
apparatus
.
For such an important subject the published literature is
meager. It is true that considerable data are available for cer-
tain screens used under the special conditions found in ore dress-
ing. Concerning their use in modern coal" -oreparation practice,
most of the informxation published has been as scattered articles
in the mining press during the last ten years and often as a part-
ly disguised advertisement of some manufacturer of the particular
screening machinery described.
The V7riter for a number of years had experience in operat-
ing various screening devices and was able to observe at first
hand foreign practice, later he carried out experimental work re-
lating to screen sizes and 'ratios. During the past three years

6he has spent part of his time studying coal preparation in
Illinois under the direction of the Mining Department and the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.
Considerable data relating to screening practice has heen gathered
first hand in this work.
The intent of this thesis is to outline the present prac-
tice in screening coal, especially in Illinois, supplemented by
such theoretical considerations as are necessary to illustrate
basic points of design and operation. Since most coal prepara-
tion apparatus, including screens, have been evolved from similar
appliances first applied in ore dressing, the discussions m.ay
rightly include references and data concerning screens used in
ore dressing, especially where these may supplement the present
available data. In addition the different materials used for
the screening surface itself are discussed and a bibliography
appended.

II. HISTORY
Screens may be older than civilization itself. The
coarsely woven baskets or the rough cloth used by the ancients to
carry loose materials may have suggested the idea, or more primi-
tive yet, picking up a handful of loose unassorted beach sand and
allowing it to sift gently through the fingers would, on need,
quickly furnish the idea for a bar screen.
In the middle ages Agricola^ (1556) describes the ap^lica-
tion of screens in mining work, used both wet and dry. Illustra-
tions show hand screens employed not unlike the common hand riddle
used today, excepting as metals were scarce, the screens were of-
ten holes bored in a wooden trough. The translation describes
the process as sifting.
One of the first references to minin.cr screens in m.odern
times gives this interestinfr information for the vear 1^40. "In
this year the mischievous practice of screening coals was first
introduced at Willington colliery by Mr. William Brown. The
screens were first made very narrow, but were a good deal enlar^red
tov/ards the year 1770."^
Since differences over the use of screens for the past
30 years has been a prolific source of trouble between coal
operator and miner in this country, it is of interest that -lore
than 150 years ago the terra 'mischievous' was applied to the prac-
tice of screening coal and record made of the enlargement of
apertures
.
1
'
—
—
.
pp. levT29l>Tll0''l^d fe^^'''^ English Translation.) Book Vin,
Of M?ni?%!\Si.'5:i Tiimi'j Tlo^."^"-

8Without doubt, the simple gravity screen, used with both
wet and dry material, especially in separating sand from gravel in
placer mining and the hand shaken screen have for an unknown time
been the comjnon possession of miners.
The introduction and developm.ent of movable screens took
place in connection with ore dressing, rather than coal prepara-
tion. As has been the case with many other classes of mining
machinery, the greater value per ton and the consequent economic
possibility of expending greater labor and care in ore preparation
naturally leads to experimentation and development of machinery,
T^hich afterwards is adopted by the coal industry as necessity
arises. Thus movable sieves viere in use at the (German metal
mines in the first part of the 18th century,"^ although it was
more than a century afterwards before they were generally intro-
duced into the coal mines of the same country (1880). In 1828
revolving screens or tromm.els were in use in the tin m.ining dis-
tricts of Cornwall, being turned by women laborers.^
In a description of an early ore dressing plant of the
3
French in Algeria a bum.ping screen is mentioned, suspended by
iron chains and operated by manual labor. "The capacity depends
on the strength of the worker" is the only engineering data given.
The general introduction of the steam, en^rine ir the first
part of the 19th century made possible greatly improved practice
04. • 1 ^S^®^^®2-i H..und Jungst, F. von. "Lehrbuch der Erz undStemkohlenaufbereitung" .
2 _
Free. Civil Eng. Vol. 17, 185?, p. 208.
3
-locr, Bull, de la Soc. de 1' Industrie Minerale, Vol. 3,1857, p. 376.

9in the breaking of ores, and the consequent need for screens,
power driven and of large capacity. The shaking and gyrating
screens soon became common, especially for the larger sizes of
ore, and threatened to replace the trommel. Within the last 25
years, however, a reversal towards the trommel may be noted,
especially v^here used with the finer sizes and for wet work in
general
.
In the coal industry abroad, one of the ^irst deviations
from the simple rigid gravity bar screen was a screen in which
the spaces betv^reen the bars could be quickly increased or de-
creased. Although patented in 1834 by an Englishman named Hall,
it was as late as 1864- called an "unnecessary refinement in the
coal trade.
gIn Prance, Berard, who is reraem.bered as having developed
successful coal washing machinery, first used, about 1851, a flat
bumping suspended screen for the separation of small sizes of coal
preparatory to washing.
Briart's moving grate screen,^ first installed in 1872 at
a Belgian colliery marked the beginning of an important develop-
ment in European coal preparation. The bars '^oving alternately
forward and backward, screened and conveyed friable coals with
little breakage. It was generally adopted, and even at the
present day is widely used in Prance and Germany for coarse
screening v/ork.
Por a time, a German screen, Schmitt's revolving spiral
4
screen, brought out in the seventies, was popular, but probably
2 JTJngst, P. "steinkohlenaijfbereitung".. ' ~
^
Groves and Thorp. Chemical Technologv, Vol. 1, p. 128.
^
Bull, de la Soc. Min. Vol. 14, 2s, 1885.
T. K. of E. Inst. Min. Eng., 1878-79, p. 183.
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owing to its complicated construction, resembling in cross section
a concentric spiral, recent ?;riters give it but little attention.
About 1895 the English Vibrometer screen,"*" having a gyra-
tory motion was invented and for exact screening has acquired wide
use
.
Compared with American coal screens, the European ones are
generally designed for more exact sizing with a minimum of break-
age of the higher priced coal. The tonnage handled is much less
than in America.
The coal preparation industry v/as first developed in
America in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, where about 1840
the first coal screens run by power were erected in connection with
crushing rolls. These were "circular" revolving screens with
cast iron perforated plates. Before this time coal was broken
on perforated plates by men, until small enough to drop through.^
In this same industry the gyrating screen of Coxe^ was introduced
about 1890 and within the past twenty years the shaking screen for
the smaller sizes of coal has been p;reatlv improved by the intro-
duction of the Parrish flexible arm shaker, which reduces slope,
weight, vibration, and coal breakage as compared with the older
forms.
In the bituminous coal fields, following a long period
when a rough screening of the coal had taken place underground by
the use of forks, etc., separation of the coal at the surface was
generally by the use of gravity bar screens. At practicallv all
bituminous coal mines, even in the early nineties, this was the
2 Catalog, Hardy Patent Pick Co., Ltd., Sheffield, England.
M., May?'l§06; 1-/428^,'''''"' °" Preparation of Anthracite, M. &
3
Coxe, S. B., T. A. I. M4 E. , Vol. 19, p. 402.
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common practice"^ and is still follov/ed in many districts.
In Illinois the first mention noted of anv excepting bar
screens is of a reciprocating screen for washing slack coal in-
stalled in the V/ilmington field (1884). Revolving screens for
resizing bar screened coal must have been introduced somewhat be-
fore this time, as by the m.iddle of the eighties there were several
in operation in the State, especially at mines near cities, where
there was a demand for the sm.aller sized coal for dom.estic purposes
In the Bureau of Labor Statistics Report for 1890 (page 355) it is
mentioned that the Consolidated Coal Company at its Gillespie col-
liery, had installed a shaker screen to take the place of the regu-
lar bar screen on the larger sizes of coal. It was reported to be
a new and successful departure in screening at Illinois mines, and
certain to be adopted at other of the larp-er m.ines. Since that
time shaking screens have multiplied rar^idly until today they are
in use for coarse coal screening at more than 90 per cent of the
shipping coal mines in the State. In the preparation of the finer
sizes of coal the revolving screen continued to hold the field un-
til about 1910, v^hen a modified shaking screen (the Parrish) was
adopted from the Penjisylvania anthracite field, and since then has
been rapidly displacing the revolving screen.
In 1913 a new type of shaking screen, the Marcus, was in-
troduced into Illinois from. English practice. It is horizontal,
and has a peculiar jerking miction which causes the coal to m.ove
forward rapidly over it.
It m.ust not be supposed that the brief historical list
Mineral Industry, Vol. 1, 1892, p. 80.
2 Illinois State Bur. of Labor Statistics, 1884, d. 452.
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mentioned outlines the full development of screening practice,
either abroad or in this country, for magazines and patent files
reveal literally hundreds of patents granted to inventors of coal
and ore screening devices. Most of these have had hut a single
trial, lacking the simplicity and strength necessary to withstand
the great strain of handling large quantities of material, others
have found a limited use and have been replaced by improved and
simplified types, while a few are favored in special cases or be-
cause of the peculiarity of ores or coals in some one district.
Since an ore dressing or coal preparation Dlant frequently in-
volves a long flow sheet or continuous movement of m.aterial, the
failure of one part involves the idleness of the whole plant.
Ruggedness in screens is more essential than perfect screening.
It is safe to say that for all general classes of m.ineral
screening the three simple types, bar, revolving and shaking, have
and will continue to be the most used. Abroad, F. Jungst has
summ.arized the screen question as follows: "Only material of a
very difficult nature justifies deviation from the greatest pos-
sible simplicity
Jungst, P. "Steinkohlenaufbereitung"
.
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III. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SCREENS AND SCREEN PRACTICE
Factors Affecting Screening: The theory of screening,
sizing, sieving, as it is variously called or the separation of
unassorted material of a wide range of sizes into divisions, the
individual pieces of v^fhich are of approximately the same size or
diameter, or range between m.aximum and ninimum diamieters, is at
first sifrht simple, depending m.erely on the ohvious facts that an
individual particle will drop through a hole larger than itself and
will not pass through a hole smaller than its least dimension. In
attempting to apply this consideration a great number of comDli eat-
ing factors are introduced of which the following is a general in-
troductory list:
1. The shape or shapes of the particles being screened. In
a mass of broken ore or coal possibly no two particles are of the
same shape, they may tend to be oval, flat, cubical or rectangular,
making the real sizes and quantities that will pass a hole of priven
diameter quite different v;ith different materials.
2. The relative sizes being: screened, or proportion of coarse
and fine material present. A given quantity of unsized m.aterial
containing a relatively sm.all percentage of undersize or material
passing through a f^iven screen in proportion to the oversize or
m.aterial too large to pass the screen will affect both the time
and the amount of screen area necessary for complete separation.
3. The am.ount of moisture present in the material. Screening
may be done with either dry or wet material, i. e., dry enough to
be dusty or drenched with and flowing in a stream of water. In
the intermediate state of dam.p or ^oist material screening is well
nigh impossible. Not only does the finest and most sticky materi-

al clog or blind the holes in the screening surface so that it can
not pass through the holes, but the oversize, especially if of
small size, refuses to slide over the screen to make room for new
material. As many engineers have found to their cost, there is
no exception to this rule.
4. The screen holes, meshes or anertures rnay be of different
shape. Round holes, square holes, slotted, rectangular or ob-
long holes situated in different positions with respect to the
longitudinal axis of the screening surface may be used, and final-
ly parallel bars which size the material with reference to its
least diameter only m.ay com.pose the screening surface. Thus
different screens of apparently the same diameter may pass dif-
ferent amounts and sizes of material.
5. The slope of the screen. To have capacity and to remove
the sized products, material is caused to pass continuously over
the screeninn- surface. This is usually accomplished bv giving
this surface a slope or inclination. A particle which is just
small enough to drop vertically through a hole in a borizontal
screen, has, when the screen is inclined, onlv aDnroximately the
horizontal projection of the hole presenting itself, and can not
pass through. The greater the slope the smaller is the size of
this horizontal projection.
6. The velocity of the material over the screen. Material
sliding over the screen has velocity along the plane of the screen.
The instant a particle reaches the edge of a hole and slides into
the space, it describes a trajectory whose path depends on the
slope of the screen, the velocity with which the particle is mov-
ing, and the force of gravity. Thus instead of falling vertically
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through a hole of nearly its same diniension, a particle may strike
the other side of the hole and be turned back on the screen again.
The thickness of the plate or screening surface is correlary to
this in that a thick plate dim.inishes the space in which a free
trajectory of the particle can take place.
7. Coefficient of friction between material and screening
surface. As is well known, different ores and different coals
have different coefficients of friction with respect to the same
or to different screening surfaces. For example, coarse ore may
have a different coefficient of friction from fine ore on steel
plate, or coals may have different coefficients of friction on
screen surfaces depending on size, shape, cleavage, state of ag-
gregation, etc., of the individual pieces. This consequently af-
fects the velocity and in turn the slope of the screen over which
they must pass. In all cases it is important to distinguish be-
t¥/een the angle at which a particle will start to slide from rest
(coefficient of static friction) and the angle at which it will
continue in m.otion (coefficient of kinetic friction).
8. Motion of the screen. Certain types of screens in opera-
tion have a shaking motion which gives velocity to the m.ovinp: par-
ticle with less slope of the screen surface than is ordinarily
necessary to overcome static friction. This motion may be har-
monic, irregularly accelerated, or gyrating. Thus the question
of distance and number of vibrations enter into the resultant ve-
locity imparted to the particles and in turn these affect the ease
of separation.
9. Tem.perature. The tem.perature of the moving ^articles
or of the screen surface affects the velocitv of the particles.
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Probably high summer temperatures tend to increase the ooefficient
of friction, especially between coal and screen and render appara-
tus installed for cold weather conditions unfavorable without some
change of slope.
From the foregoing, the practical application of screening
introduces a great number of independent variables, with laws and
relations whose solutions have received but little attention. De-
sign usually is based on the results obtained from the experim.ental
adjjustment of screening apparatus until found satisfactory with one
set of conditions, and the copying of this practice in the next
design under similar conditions. That this does not alivays lead
to maximum efficiency is evident.
In the great number of designs of screens that have been
evolved three general types can be recognized.
1. The gravity screen, called a grizzly in ore work, where
the screening surface is stationary and set at an angle great
enough to allow the m.aterial being screened to run over it by
gravity. The drag screen, where material is forced to pass over
the stationary screening surface by means of scrapers or drags,
may be regarded as a m.odification of this type.
2. The revolving screen, sometim.es called a roller screen or
in ore work a trommel (German for drum) in which the screening
surface forms the envelope of a revolving cylinder. Material fed
into this cylinder is carried up the inside during part of a revo-
lution, and rolls to the bottom, these steps succeeding each other
until the material falls through a hole inVhe screen or if too
large is carried out of the lower end of the screen. Modifica-
tions exist v;hich are known as conical screens, double or triple
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jacketed screens, etc.
3. The shaking screen, where the screening surface is ^iven
an oscillating motion, the material being screened moving over it,
finding new chances for passing through the screen, or being dis-
charged at one end if too lar^re; also new material can be fed con-
stantly. In this type a great variety of mechanical movements
have been introduced to p-ive various paths over which the screen
surface oscillates. Outside the sim.ple shaking screen, which is
usually moved from an eccentric by a simple harmonic motion, this
class includes the Parrish, bumping, knocker, impact, vibrating,
gyrating, and the differential motion screens and a number of minor
types.
Methods of Screening: With any screen of any class, the
screening operation may be simple or com.pound. In sim.ple screen-
ing one size of holes only is used, and there results two products,
one called an oversize, and the small or undersize. The usual
screening operation is com.pound, that is, a number of different
sizes of holes are used and the difference in the diameter of the
successive ones is called a screen ratio. Each screen used in
succession produces an oversize, of which the size, excepting from
the first screen is limited both in maxim.um and minim.um dimensions.
Such a material is known as a sized product. The final screen
also produces an unsized undersize. For eximple, run of mine
Illinois coal is often prepared for market by using screens hav-
ing the following holes and m.aking the corresponding products:
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Screen
(round
holes
)
Size of Product
Average per
cent of run
Trade of mine coal
Name of this size
On 6 inch 6 in. and larger ( oversize
)
6 in. lump 25
" 3 ft 3 ff min. and 6 in. max. 3 in. ep:g. 17
" 2 w 2 »i ff ff o ff ft 2" or #1 Nut 18
" 1 1/4 in. 1 1/4" tf ft 2 ff ft No. 2 nut 11
3/4 " 3/4" ff ff 1 1/4" " No. 3 ff 9
1/4 " 1/4" ft tf 3/4" " No. 4 tt 7
Thru 1/4 " 1/4" to zero No. 5 ft 13
The first difficulty in the screening operation comes from
the question, where shall the sizing operation begin? In general
there are three methods of sizing in vogue as follows:
1. The first screen of a series has the smallest holes, so
that the undersize of this screen is the smallest material and the
series of screens are arranged in the order of finest to largest.
2. The first screen of a series has the largest holes, so that
the finished oversize of this screen is the largest material and
the series of screens are arranged in the order of largest to
finest
.
3. The first screen of a series has an intermediate size of
holes so that the oversize of this screen contains the larger
material as yet unsized, and the undersize contains the finer
material also in itself unsized. Both products can now be sized
by either method 1 or 2.
Many writers who have urged some one of these systems have
failed to consider that any one svstem m.ay at times be the best,
depending chiefly on size, kind of material, and room available.
\
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Considering the material as Illinois coal, method 1 has the
advantage that all the sizes of holes can he Placed on nearly the
same level. It is the oversize that is rescreened in succession,
and the undersize immediately becomes a finished product. It has
the disadvantages that the whole tonnage to be screened falls on
and blinds the finest holes, which require, even under equal con-
ditions, more area and time for their work, and unless the area of
this first screen is made excessive, poor screening results. The
larger coal, which is most valuable, is kept longest on the screen
and considerable breakage results. This method is often improved
by placing a larger screen, called a relief screen, above the fin-
est holes, so t>iat the lar.c^est material is carried over the first
part of the fine screen to a point where the screen is not so
crowded.
In method 2 the v/holo tonnage is throvm on the largest
screen which is best able to handle it and v;hich passes as under-
size all but the largest and most valuable coal and this is loaded
immediately without further screening. The disadvantage of the
method is the extra head-room required, for the product falling
through a screen must be handled on the next screen.
Where method 3 is used the oversize from the first screen
usually follows method 1; these larger holes being arranged in
ascending order of their size, while the undersize usually follows
method 2, the screens used being arranged in the descending order
of their size. This method has the advantage of keeping the fine
screens free from an excessive load and follows a logical arrange-
m.ent with the succeeding products. It has, however, the disad-
vantages of complication, two or more sets of screens being reauirec
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In practice, where the smaller sizes of coal, say under
1 1/4 or 2 inches are not made, method 1 is usually followed, al-
thoueii at some m.ines method 2 is used and reported satisfactory,
as it is claimed that a larsrer tonnaj^e can he handled for the same
area of screens. At mines where the small sizes of nut (under
1 1/4 or 2 inches) are made, m.ethod 3 should be and usually is
used. The undersize from the first screen is elevated into a
separate building called a rescreener and there prepared into
successively smaller sizes.
In ore screening work it is more common to let the medium
or the largest size be screened out first, as wear on fine screens
by large particles of ore is excessive.
Materials for the Screening Surface: Little attention
has been given by writers to the m.aterial of the screen surface or
to the nature of its holes, perforations, or apertures and their
bearing on the resulting product. The slots in a f^ravitv bar
screen are a part of the screen itself and will bo considered with
it. With other screens the screening surface may be composed of
bars ?/ith spaces between, giving a long narrow hole for the materi-
al to pass through. It may be plate of any metal punched or
bored with holes that may be round, square, rectangular, tapered,
oblong, diamond, or other shape. Finally it may be composed of
screen cloth woven with wires of different metals or in the finest
sizes of some fabric, and the opening between these wires m.ay be
square or rectangular in shape.
The same material passed over screens of differently
shaped holes but of the same diam.eter or width and consequently
of the same rated size exhibits wide differences in am.ounts, and
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true sizes removed. Thus on an average Illinois run of mine coal
screened over bar screens having- "7/8 inch SDaces will produce the
same amount of under si'^.e as a round hole screen with nerforations
1 1/4 inches in diam.eter, while a wire screen with a square hole
of one inch on a side will produce the same amount as a 1 I/4 inch
round hole screen, although in each case the shape of the maximum
pieces will be different. Comparing round and square holes of
the same rated size, the area of a circle inscribed in a square is
0.7854 of the area of the square and the respective am.ounts passed
follow fairly closely this ratio. In commercial work consider-
able confusion exists regarding this, as a 1 l/4 inch product from
a bar screen may be of quite different size than a 1 I/4 inch prod-
uct from either one of the other screens, although all are called
1 1/4 inch screeninjsrs.
The most perfect screening is obtained from, round holes as
they have only one dim.ension: a square hole has two unequal dimen-
sions, the side and diacconal, while a rectanp-ular* hole has three,
two unequal side5^and the diap:onal. With bar screens the hole
forms a continuous line down the screen, with wire screen the suc-
cessive holes are in line with each other in both directions, while
in plate the successive rows of holes may be in line in one direc-
tion and staggered in the other, or they may bs staggered in both
directions. English coal Dlate screens often have square holes
set with one diagonal parallel to the flow of coal, and presenting
the maximum size of opening to the particles.
Another comparison between screens may be m.ade as to the
percentage of space or openinp: in screen surfaces; bar screens ai-e
unrestricted in opening in one direction, while the percentage of
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openinp in a v/irs scroen varies with the size of the wires used,
but is generally over 60 per cent and m.ay reach 90 per cent. With
punched plate the percentage of opening is much smaller and al-
though it varies somewhat among makers and according to size and
position of the holes, the usual range is from ^0 per cent with
small holes, to 50 per cent with the large holes, since the thicker
metal used in large hole ulate makes more hole space possible.
Combining the two comparisons rives an idea of the ef-
ficiency of a given area of bar, wire or plate screen, or on the
chances of a given small particle of material to fall through in a
given area of screen. In general the chance is greatest with the
bar screen, next with the wire sc^sen cloth and poorest with the
screen Dlate. Conversely, the areas of these
-nlates for the same
chance of screening must be in reverse order. Wiard, in his
"Theory and Practice of Ore Dressing" (p. 264) gives a mathemati-
cal demonstration of the chances of a particle of given size ap-
proaching an opening of greater diameter than itself and dropping
through, and shows that when the particle is small compared with
the diameter of the hole the chances are infinitely great, but as
the diameter of the particle approaches that of the hole they be-
come infinitely small and the chances between these joints when
platted form a hyperbola. This illustrates the increasing dif-
ficulty of successfully screening out particles of only slightly
less diameter than the hole and also of what great length a screen
would have to be to pass these sizes. Especially with the fri-
able coal, too much screening surface or too lonr screening sim.ply
means m.ore slack coal formed.
Area of Screen Surfaces: A general m.istake made in
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screen design is to assume for a given capacity of a given size an
area of screen surface that has worked successfully and atte^.pt to
apply this without reservation to another material and to different
sizes. Screens of the same character should differ somewhat ac-
cording to the proportions or" oversize and undersize in a j^iven
tonnage. Data for these conditions have not been collected. A
decided increase in area of screen is necessary for the same ton-
nacre as the size of hole decreases. So much difference exists
in the proportionate area of large holes and small holes in coal
mine screens used in Illinois that any design must have heen large-
ly empirical. As a guide the simple theoretical discussion ^^ol-
lowing may be helpful.
A ton of theoretical cubes of any material as coal of a
given length of edge or size X contains A pieces. a ton of coal
of sm.aller size Y contains A pieces, since each niece of the
large size is split each way to make the smaller cubes.
Let there be an area L x d of screen plate perforated by
enough holes of diameter X satisfactorily to screen the material of
this size. A piece of the coal of size Y should have equal chance
of screening on a plate having holes of diameter Y; in other words
the number of holes for any size should be in proportion to the
relative number of pieces in that size. Therefore size Y should
have^-j^ times the holes that were necessar-y for size X.
Consider the area of screen havinp: holes o-" size X: ignor-
ing thickness of wires, in a given area of screen where the holes
are of size X there mav be(|]^ holes of size Y. Therefore the in-
creased area of plate necessary to screen the sm.aller sizes under
equally favorable conditions' is (5) ^ = | . if the screens are of
m
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the same width, as they usually are^the lenp;th must "be increased
to obtain — tiroes the original screening area. Therefore on
theoretical f;rounds alone, the length of screen necessary to ob-
tain equal screening increases in direct proportion to the de-
crease in size of the material.
The following example will show how this ratio may be used
in practice.
Given a mine producing 2000 tons of coal per day. It is
desired bo produce 2 inch screenings, 2x3 inch nut coal, 3x6
inch egg coal and 6 inch lij.rap coal. A screening test on a fair
sample of the coal shows the followine- results:
Per cent Total tons -per dP^ .
^
2 inch screenings 40 800
2 in. X 3 in. nut 20 400
3 in. X 6 in. egg 20 400
6 inch lump 20 400
It is required to design a screening plant. Assume from
experience that a length of say 20 feet of 2 inch screen plate is
necessarv to prepare the 2 inch screenings. To calculate the
length of the other screen plate necessary to give equal screening:
proceed as follows:
The 2 inch hole plate receives 2000 tons per day and re-
quires 20 feet of screen plate. The 3 inch hole plate receives
1200 tons per day, requires 5 x ^ = 1^ feet of plate for the
o 1 :^
same tonnage, but the tonnaFO handled =
^gg^ of the 2 inch plate,
therefore, the necessary len.f^th of
-elate will he ^ x ^^'^"^ = p feet
3 2000
long. in the same way, the 6 inch plate is required to be — x
800 / ^
—Q = 2 2/3 feet long.
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It may be ar,n:uecl that the difficulties of screening: increas
with an increase of the percentage of unleraize screened out. In
the example given 40 per cent of the material on the first screen
is undersize; the second screen receives ISOO tons of m.aterial and
screens out 400 or 33 l/3 per cent and the 6 inch screen has 50
per cent undersize. Based on the first screen the lencrth of the
second should be decreased " and the third screen increased by
F>0 Making these corrections, the required lenp-tha of screens
become
for 2 inch - 20 feet.
for 3 inch 8 x ^^"^/^ = 6 2/3 feet.40
for 6 inch §. x = = 3 l/3 feet.
3 45 15 '
The sam.e results can be arrived at by calculating the
screen lengths directly on the respective amounts of undersize.
This checks closely with some of the better designed screens used
in practice. The usual screen, bov/ever, has too little area in
the small sizes and too much in the large sizes. In practice the
individual screen plates as purchased are usually about 4 feet
wide and placed crossways on the screen frame, therefore the
length used might have to be slightly p-reater than that calculated.
The thickness of plate screens varies from the thinnest
sheets up to plate l/2 inch in thickness. The standards vary v/ith
the maker. In Illinois coal practice 3/l6 or l/4 jrch plate is
used with small sizes of holes up to 1 l/4 inches; l/4 to 3/8 inch
plate with sizes up to 4 or 5 inches and 3/8 or l/2 inch plate
above this size. For ore work no p-eneral rule can be e:iven, as
the small sizes used and the particular local conditions make it
necessary to consult a manufacturer's catalog and to use ones
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judgment. Commonly the United States standard gauge is followed
in listing the thickness of steel plate for small holes. For
plate with holes less than l/4 inch a common rule is that the
thiclmess of the plate is about the diameter of the hole. Some-
times thin screens with small holes rest directl^r u-Don a plate with
much larger holes, whose only purpose is to p-ive stiffness to the
thin plate. A good rule to follow in buying is that perforated
plate should not have to support more than half the load which
would be readily borne by a plain one and that the area of perfora-
tions should be about 40 per cent of the total area.
With wire screens almost any size of wire can be obtained
v;ith any size of hole and again the particular condition determines
the choice.
Screen material of all kinis is usually m.ild steel, but for
wet screening or when the holes are small brass or copper is used,
recently in wet screeninp: wor1<v especially where dealinfr v>rith acid
waters, the Monel metal cloth and plate has been introduced. ^or
ore v;ork, where the wear is preat, man^ranese steel T)late is favored.
Too high carbon steel although hard, will frequently crack between
the holes.
In considering screening material one is som.etim.es at-
tracted by special trade names of screens preporting to do special
work and usually at a special price. Some of these screens have
the advantage of an extra percentage of space, thereby giving
larger capacity for a given area. Wire cloth sometim.es is e-iven
a special weave, which leaves one surface of the screen quite smooth
and thus decreases wear, while the smooth surface does not obstruct
the flow of material. Recently screen plate recommended for coal
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work has been put on the market with its surface •nresse'^. so as to
form a series of low waves. This is sai'^ >"9tter to 'iistribute
the material, to impart a rolling movement to the coal, to stiffen
the plates and to prevent bagging. These specialties are to be
recommended only if the tonnap^e exceeds the capacit^^ of an ordi-
nary screen. In most cases good design will admit using common
standard screens.
With coal screen plate or cloth the life is varied and
indefinite. Som.e plate screens have been discarded as worn out
in two years as a minimum. In this time the holes had become
elongated anddid not admit of close enough sizing. In other
cases screen plate has been in use 5 or 3 years. Ore screen
surfaces wear much faster and in some cases their life is measured
by days or weeks especially those havine: small holes. The wear-
ing action in screens run wet is prrea-*-,er t^an v/hen run dry.
Materials Co^-ionlv Used: The screening surface used on
shaker screens in Illinois is always punched or drilled plate, with
the holes stagp!;ered and the alternate rows in line. If the centers
of two holes in one line are connected with each other and each
with the center of the hole in the line above, an equilateral tri-
angle is formed. This form is suDposed to give maximum strenp-th
and offer the greatest chance for a piece of material to find a
hole to drop through. It is very seldom that any but round boles
are used. On account of rou;?:hness which hinders the sliding of
m.aterial over the screen, wire cloth is never used.
With the revolving or trommel screen both munched and wire
cloth are used. The wire cloth, ^ivinp- the p-r^eater
-oercentafre of
openinp-s, is often used, but
'
the Tounched plats rives the more re^rxL-
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lar size of product and is a favorite, espeoiallv in ore work. At
Illinois coal preparation plants, plate revolvinec screens are more
common in the larprer sizes and wire screens are confined to the
smaller sizes, 5/4 inch and less.
With the vibrating screen^ a type of shakincr screen for
screening: ores in fine sizes, and which depends on the vibration
of the screen to keep the meshes open, wire cloth is always used,
as it vibrates- more freelv than plate.
Screen Ratios and Mesh. With any com.DOund system of
screeninp;, shall the succeedine- sizes of screens be of random
diam.eters or shall they follow some definite ratio? In the
sixties, Rittinger advocated that the succeedin?r diam.eters of the
holes in any screening system, should follow some definite ratio,
and proposed a ratio equal to the ^ = 1.414, and this simple
ratio is generally known as Rittinger 's ratio. The successive
sizes of this sieve scale form a geometrical series. Starting,
for example, with holes of 1 mm. diameter, the next larger hole
should have a diam.eter equal to 1 x ^ = 1.414 mm., the next
sm.aller hole than 1 mm., should have a diameter of = 0.71 rams.
The area of successive screen holes doubles under this ratio.
R. H. Richards in his "Ore Dressing" fVol. 1, pafre 366)
discusses the sieve scale thus proDosed and advocates adherence
to its general principles, at the same time reco^cnizing that for
certain work every third or fourth size is sufficient, and that
scne other ratio also m.ay be satisfactory.
In ore dressin?^ where it is necessarv to size the m.aterial
present day practice follows some sieve scale, but owirn- to the
different principles of the dif-^^erent macbires t^^eatinfr coarse and
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fine ore, the same sieve scale is not necessarily followed through
the whole range of sizes.
Another factor complicating the true size and consequent
ratio of one particle to another is the difficulty of understand-
ing the meaning of the word mesh. Where round hole screens are
used, as with sizes down to about l/4 inch, mesh m.eans the diameter
of the hole. With wire screen cloth which is standard from, this
size down to smaller than 200 mesh and usuallv havinp- a square
hole^mesh generally means the number of holes in a linear inch of
the screen. For example 20 mesh does not mean that each hole is
1/20 of an inch across, but that there are 20 holes in a linear
inch of the screen, consequently each is less than 1/2O of an inch
by the thickness of the wire used. As almost any size of wire
can be used for almost any mesh, confusion of what size is repre-
sented by a 20 mesh product results. Other wire screens are'desig
nated as mesh by the fraction of one inch represented by a side of
the hole. This is alwavs true for holes larger than 1 inch.
The W. £. Tyler Screen Oom.pany have placed on the market
a standard set of testinp- screens where the successive sizes are
controlled by Rittins-er's ratio and where the size of wire is
standard for each size of hole, and the width o^ hole is the
measure of the screen size. This screen scale has as its >>ase an
opening of 0.0029 inch which is the opening in 200 mesh 0.0021 inch
•Tire, the standard sieve as adopted by the Bureau of Standards of
the United States rrovern-ment
, the openings increasing in the ratio
of the square root of 2 or 1.414.
In metal mining circles the subject of screen mesh has been
recently discussed, particula-^1- in England by the Institute of
Mining an^l talln- . '^'^^'^'^ -^—'^^^^^ "^'-^ Mining and Metallurgi-
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cal Society of Amsrica. Various standards have T::een recommended,
without however enbirelj^ clearinc- up the situation. The irriter
believes that the persistence of manufacturers to follov/ old indi-
vidual standards is responsible for m.uch of the confusion. In any
comparative testing v;ork, the same standards and the same sieve
scale should be followed, otherwise the results are useless.
The question has been asked, why not use round hole screens
and do away with this uncertainty. The probable ansvrer is that in
ore dressinr much vv-ork is carried on v/ith screens of 50, 100, and
even 200 mesh and finer. The finest needle punched holes in thin
brass plate that can be m.ade at the present time are about l/64
inch in diam.eter, consaqi-ient ly a standard v;ire sieve scale is
necessary, at least belovf this size.
Proposed Coal Sieve Scale: In coal T^reT)aration, except-
ing in a very few cases with fine coal where washing is subseauent-
ly performed, no attem.pt has been m.ade to follow any sieve scale.
For exam.ple, at Illinois mines there are produced at least 57 dif-
ferent sizes of coal, and as the same trade names often refer to
different sizes, some standardization of sizes is desirable. F. C.
1
Lincoln, for washed coals, has proposed a set of sizes m.ade by
round hole screens, varying by a ratio of two. The writer would
go further and suggest that all coal prepared be made to fit this
ratio. Starting with a one inob round bole as a basis, and work-
ing up and dovm from, this r^oint, the ccmncn nut coal sizes would
have 2 and 4 inches as maxim.a, egg coal would be m.ade over 4 inch
and through 8 inch boles and lump coal over an 8 inch hole.
i ~ -'-
Coal Washing in Illinois. Bull. ¥.o. 69, Enp-ineering
Experim.ent Station, University of Illinois.

In laboratory coal testing work involving sizing, because
commercial screens are round hole, while m.ost laboratory screens
are square mesh wire, results are often meaningless. Som.e sizing
work of this character even has been carried out with a haphazard
sieve scale, odd sizes of screens being used because easily avail-
able. Results from. ;York like this are useless as regards future
correlation
.
The writer, in laboratory coal testing work is usin.R a set
of round hole screens, starting with a one inch diam^eter as a
standard and the larger screens have round holes of 2, 4, and 8
inches in diam.eter, and below 1 inch the "olates bave l/2 inch, l/4
inch, 1/8 inch, l/l6 inch, l/32 inch and l/64 inch diameter round
holes. The scale is proposed as a standard for all coal testing
work.
It is true that it adds another standard set into the al-
ready complicated field, and for reasons previously stated the
smallest screen is lim.ited to l/64 inch in diam.eter. It is grantee
that special tests made with coal dust 100 mesh and finer require
the standard v;ire screen.
The arguments for such a scale are: (l) It would iilace all
coal testing work on the same basis for comparison; (2) it follows
a sim.ple ratio; (3) it needs for the results obtained no conversion
of sizes to be im.mediatelv aDr^licable in nractical work; (4) the
screens are cheap and of loni? life: i"^) coal is screened and used
in larger sizes than ore and l/64 inch represents the m.inim.ujm
diameter necessary in com.mercial coal testing work. For example,
coal l/64 inch in diameter and smaller will not settle in water and
can, therefore, be regarded as are slimes in ore "vork.
\
Gravity Bar Screens: Fig. 1 illustrates a type of the
ordinary gravity bar screen. It consists of parallel hars spaced
equally and over \7hich material to he screened is passed. If used
in ore dressing work it is p-enerally called a o-riz7.lv, often in
coal "orlc the terms grids or rrills (Gr. Reihseihe) are applied.
A bar screen generall3r has a head or dump chute attached at the
upper end and a tail or bottom chute at the lov/er. Thev are set
at the sam.e angle as the bar screen and are joined to it. In this
discussion the term, chute where used v/ill refer to these TDarts of
the screen.
The explanation of the screen depends on the obvious fact
that if set at a great enough anrle, m.aterial will slide over the
bars and screen itself without further handling. This angle de-
pends on the coefficient of friction between the m.aterial of the
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bars and the material being screened and must be carefully con-
sidered. If the screen is set at a lovier angle than this the
material will have to be pulled or dragp:ed over the screen, if set
at too great an angle, the m.aterial is accelerated durinp: its pas-
sage and its velocity m.ay becom.e so great that the smaller partiol^
are carried too siviftly dovm the screen and indifferent screening
results. If coarse ore is being screened the velocity acquired
by the large pieces, often weighing several hundred pounds, may
cause breakage to the chutes or bins belovv' or danger to the at-
tendant. In the case of coal the trouble usually com.es thorough
breakage of the large lumps of coal and the consequent reduction in
size and production of fines, which are less valuable than the
lump sizes.
Difference in Slope: The angle with the horizontal at
which a screen must be inclined to cause a particle resting on it
to start slidine- is called the an.p-le of static friction and ta.n 0\
= the coefficient of static friction. The anp-le is greater than
the angle e required to keep a sliding particle in motion. Tan
is the coefficient of kinetic friction. No known work has been
carried out in America on the relative values of tan (\ and tan 9
for ores or coals on metal surfaces. With English bituminous
coal and steel plate
^= i^O^ tanC^ = 0.577 - i mo ^
9 = S60
, tan 9 0.488 J-.-lo<J
Som.e confusion has arisen in designing the proper slope for bar
screens owing to these two different coefficients. In general
since ore or coal is nearly always dumped on a screen with ccn-
1
Louis, Henry. "The Dressing of Minerals", p. 13.
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siderable force and consequently/ is in motion, design should be
with reference to kinetic friction rather than static. Moreover,
particles maj either roll or slide down a screen. Most rock
particles have flat or oval sides, and in a proDerly designed
screen, slidinp- rather than rolling takes place and sliding- and
not rolling friction should he considered.
The application of the above sinple theory is complicated
because the coefficient of kinetic or sliding friction is differ-
ent in the following cases:
1. Between the material slidinp- and different screen
materials
.
2. Between the same screen material an^ different ores or
coals being screened.
3. If the screen surface is bright or rusty.
4. If the screen surface is smooth or irregular.
5. If the m.aterial is dry or m.oist.
6. For different conditions of the atmosphere, causing the
screen surface to be either moist or dry.
7. According to size of material and percentages of various
sizes in the material.
8. With different tem.peratures of material or screen.
9. With the shapes of the top of screen bars, i. e., width
of riding surfj.ce.
Considering the thousands of coal and ore chutes and gravi-
ty screens in daily uso, it is surprising that m.ore definite data
on the subject are not available. The general practice seems to
design against an average condition, hoping that one extreme set
of conditions will not give too much velocity to the m.aterial or
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that it may be slov/ed dov;n in some v/ay, and that an opposite set of
conditions may be met by helping- the material over a screen with
rakes or shovels. As flov/ sheets for ore plants and coal tipples
are usually desired to make the m.aterial flov/ or run from, one
process to another by the force of gravity and with the expendi-
ture or loss of as little head room as -Dossible, a screen once in-
stalled m.ay not be chanred without disarranging the flow sheet of
a considerable part of the plant. Therefore each of the variable
mentioned will be detailed in order.
1. Difference in friction between a p-iven material and differ-
ent screen materials.
Gravity screen surfaces and chutes have been of cast iron,
bteel, copper, brass, bronze or other alloys, glass and wood, al-
though steel is the common material. As a rule, the harder the
material, the smoother its surface wears and the com.bination usual-
ly offers less resistance than softer m.aterials. The Coal and
Metal Miners' Pocketbook, pasre 443, lists a table com.parin,e; the
slopes on which anthracite will continue in motion with different
chute or screen materials from which the following is taken:
If the anthracite be of ep-g size, between 3 l/4 inch and
2 5/16 inch then the following table will be applicable:
Material Minim.um. slope in inches Slope in
of per foot to allov^ coal to degrees
Chute or Screen continue to slide
Glass 2 1/4 inches per foot 10° 37*
Manganese Bronze 2 Fi/8 m « « 22^ 20'
Sheet Iron (mild steel) 3 « « m ^^o t
Cast Iron 3 I/2 " " " 16^ 15'
Wood I'ot ' p-iven
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No comparative tests between other coals and ores and dif-
ferent chute materials are available. In a general way they fol-
low the above order, although the slopes when using anthracite are
less than when using bituminous coals and they in turn are lower
than vvhen ores are considered. The viriter's notebook lists a
quart zose ore which would run on steel chutes set at a 35° slope,
but not on wooden chutes until they were inclined 50°,
2. Difference in friction between the same screen material and
different ores or coals beinp screened. Since steel is the com-
mon screen bar m.aterial, the various sliding angles tbat are re-
quired to move different materials over it when bright will be dis-
cussed. Differences noted here are due not only to the inherent
difference of the ores and coals being screened, such as hardness,
specific gravity, etc., but to the way they break, i. e., the shaDe
of their fragments. Thus some ores and coals tend to break into
cubical pieces, som.e into flat and som.e have oval or concboidal
faces. Even the development or lack of development of cleat or
cleavage in coals influences their ease of sliding. Tbese all
complicate the practical solution of the -nroblen^, since a large
piece resting on a small surface will undoubtedly have more weight
per unit of area resting against the screen bare, i. e., an appar-
ently lower sliding anrle and a less coefficient of friction. On
an average the following list fairly well represents the sliding
angle between brirht steel and various ores or coals rf lump size:
Material Sliding, Ancle on Brirht
Steel Plate Authority
1. Anthracite 14'' 30' C & K K RDcfeetbook
2. 111. bitum.inous coal 22 30' Writer's Data.
^- W. Va. 26° ff ft
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Material Sliding Anp:le on Bright Authority
Steel Plate
4. Slate = 20° - 30° Writer's Data
5. Quartz ganpue ores = 35° " «
6. Limestone " " = 36° " "
7. Iron ore = 38° " "
Among different ores and even amoncr different ores of the
same metal there is a considerable difference in sliding angle due
principally to the different gangue m.aterial which usually con-
stitutes the bulk of the material. Figures on iron oxide ores,
and ores having a large am.ount of exposed sulphides would be valu-
able. Som.e ores have a greasy feeling and seem, to carry a surface
lubricant which reduces greatly their coefficient of friction.
Frequently the ore being screened is not of one gangue
material, but may be a ^^ixture of several, thus coal mav be ^ixed
with shale or slate, wbich gives a higher coefficient of friction
to the mixture and ores may be mixed with various sedimentary or
igneous wall rocks, which may change the calculated angle. Alto-
gether the available lata are rather incom.plete.
3. The consideration of whether the screen surface is bright
or rusty falls partly under discussion 1, since a rustv surface
(iron oxide) acts like an entirely different m.aterial than steel.
annoyance from, having to slowBecause the writer has experience(i
down a nlant just starting up after a shut down in order to rake
material over a screen previously in good working order, special
reference is made to the difficulty, with the recom.m:endat ion that
all screens and chutes be protected from the weather, or greased
before a shut dovm. The saving in time will more than pay for the
additional cost.
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4. Differences if the screen surface is smooth or irregular.
Most gravity screens are built of longitudinal bars. Sometimes
however, punched hole screens and v/ire mesh screens are used. The
wire mesh gravity screen is a favorite where sized coal, to remove
the last trace of adhering fines, is rescreened vihen dravm from, a
bin. The very irregularities of the cross wires of the screen
(woof) cause a jarring of the coal which accomplishes the desired
end. A screen of this type, called a degradation screen requires
an unusually high angle of slope depending on the relative irregular-'
ity of its surface. The slope m.ay be 35° as against 26° with a
sm.ooth screen.
A Dunched plate gravitv screen furnishes still another case
from irregularity of surface caused by sharp pieces lodging in the
screen holes. No definite rule can be given for the extra angle
necessary to overcome this defect, but unless provided against by
an extra slope it is certain to cause trouble. Even with a bar
screen otherwise properly designed, pieces lodging between the bars
may hang up succeeding pieces and ultimately cause a choked screen.
With coal the tendency of lodp-ed pieces to be sheared by succeeding
pieces is a positive factor in coal breakage. When screening cer-
tain irregular ores where the succeeding free pieces do not slide
with sufficient velocity to free the lodged pieces, part of the
duties of a screen attendant are frequently to inspect and free the
screen by m.eans of a heavy iron hook.
5. Difference of friction in dry and moist material and (6)
different conditions of the atm.osphere, making the screen surface
dry or moist. Since m.oisture, either on the material or on the
screen decidedly increases the coefficient of friction and the slid-
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ing angle, 5 and 6 will be discussed together.
While a dry quartz ore may slide on an angle of 35°, moist
pieces m.ay require 45^ and even 50°. The same statem^ent of p-reat
increase in the coefficient of friction with increased moisture can
be applied to coal.
An interesting report on this subject comes from, an
Indiana m.ine. Here the engineering construction com.pany erecting
a bitum:inous coal tipple gathered data from other tipples where
coal from, the sam.e seam, vvas being treated and cam.e to the con-
clusion that a slope of 27° for the bar screen would suffice for
the extreme conditions. The tipple was desip-ned and erected, us-
ing this slope as a basis for required tiDDle beip-bt. The mine,
however, was just being developed, and the fresb coal near the bot-
tom, of the shaft was wet, in addition the air current could only
circulate a sbort distai-jce underground, consequent Iv it did not
becom.e heated and absorb the m.oisture there. Under these condi-
tions a rather m.oist coal had to be handled, although the extra
m.oisture v/as not apparent to the eye. The coal lodged on the
tipple screens and greatly handicapped the prepar^ation T^rork. At
considerable trouble and expense the engineering firm increased
the slope of the screens to about 30°, which rem-edied tbe defect.
After a time, the mine becom.ing drier, complaint was made that the
screens were sliding the coal too fast. Not snourfi fines went
through and the coal was beine: badly broken, so the screens were
changed to the original slope and have worked well since.
In general, ore mines are at tim.es and in places wet and
this condition must be provided against, even at the trouble of
having too great a slope for the usual condition. The ^.^rriter
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operated an open cut rock mine at Zortman, Montana. Here in the
s-ummer and fall the ore, dried out bjr months of cloudless skies,
would run so fast over chutes and grizzlies as to cause serious
damage by breakage of screen gates, etc. When, however, the rainy
winter v/eathsr came on, the mill crew were often half employed in
pulling the ore over these sam.e chutes and screens.
The above discussion refers only to material in a ^oist
state. If so thoroughly wet as to be dripping, the v/ater has the
effect of a lubricant, and as in the case o^^* an ordin-arv machinery
bearing, greatly reduces the coefficient of friction. The extreme
case is wet screening where the material flows in a stream of water
and more comjnon with the sm.all sizes. Here, however, the slope
given is not a functior of the coefficient of friction, but of the
velocity of the water, the carrying pov^er of the water varying as
the sixth power of the velocity. Bar screening work, excepting
in placer m.ining is rarely done v/et, and for the reasons stated
every effort should be taken to keep the material as dry as
possible.
If the screen surfaces are colder than the atmosphere,
v/hich may happen in a plant in summ.er time, m.oisture mav deposit
on them and increase the sliding angle. Although at first sight
a theoretical consideration it mav be the exT)laratior of trouble
with screens at certain irregular times.
7. Differences in friction according to size of material and
percentages of various sizes in the material. Of the differences
noted this is most generally known and easily recoe-nized. With
perfect cubes of a m.aterial sliding over a bar screen or in p-eneral
any inclined surface, the coefficient of friction should be the
r
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same for any size of cube of the sa^^e material, i. e., independent
of size, (Coulomb's second law of friction); nevertheless ores or
coals of large size have a smaller coefficient of friction than
the same material in the sm.aller sizes, and bar screens built to
handle the sm.aller material m.ust have a greater slope than those
for the lar^e. The increase of slope necessarv is definite with
each smaller size, although small until the finer sizes are reached
when it increases rapidly. An explanation is as follows: Large
pieces of ore and coal although of irregular shape, approach in
total volume the theoretical cube of material, one side of which is
represented by the surface of the piece in contact with the screen.
If this size be broken into smaller irrep:ular pieces, the amount of
surface exposed in the small irrerular piece per unit of volujne or
v/eight tends to increase, although this increase is small until the
smaller sizes are reached when it increases rapidly, as a limit
reaching colloidal material like clay where the amount of surface
exposed per unit of volum.e is so great that particles will not sink
in water. Recent experimenters"^ on slidin? friction have reco;^-
nized that friction may vary accordinc- to DroDortionate rubbing
surface, and that with, greater pressures the friction is somewhat
sm.aller. With fibrous substances also friction is increased by
an increase of surface, and considering coal as of a som.ewhat fi-
brous nature, this mi.(?ht o-^fer additional explanation. The (gener-
al effect then, of a reduction of size is to increase the ratio of
the surface to the weifrht, therefore the force tending- to cause
motion is less per unit of surface, and a steeper angle is neces-
sary to allow the material to slide by gravity. The following date,
1 ^
— ^ —
.
Lanza, G. "l^otes on Friction". 190-3. pp. 115 and 128.
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v/hich is frequently used in design will illustrate the point:
Practical Slopes Necessary for Different Sizes of
Dry Anthracite to Slide on an inclined Plane"''
Glass Chute Steel PlateChute
Size, (round hole,
dia'Tieter in inches.)
Miniraum slope in Minirrjum slope Min. slopo
inches per foot in inches TDer in. per ft
for^ sliding to foot for slid- for slid-
"be^in. in^ to contiixe.to cont.
Broken coal, 4 1/2-3 1/4 2 5/8 2 1/4 2.75
Egg " 3 1/4-2 5/16 2 5/8 2 1/4 2.94
Stove " 2 5/16-1 5/8 3 2 1/2 3.12
Chestnut" 1 5/8-15/16 3 2 1/2 3.50
Pea " 15/16-5/8 3 1/4 2 1/2 4.50
Buckwheat #1, 5/8-7/16 3 5/8 3 1/8 5.25
If #2, 7/16 -1/4 3 3/4 3 1/4 6.00
H #3, 1/4-3/32 4 3/8 3 3/8 7.50
tf #4, 3/32-0 4 7/8 4 1/8 8.00 1
With Illinois bituminous coal, us ins steel surface the re-
quired angle is slightly different for different coal^ those from
the northern part of the state probably requiring a little more
angle than those from the southern. The following are averages
of measurement taken by the writer at Illinois mines and show gen-
eral practice in chute and bar screen slope for
Lump coal 25*^
Egg coal 26^
Nut coal 27*^
Screenings 32-37°, average 35°, depend-
Ing on relative amount of coarse and fine. It is often m.ade 45^
~^ After Sterling, Paul. "Preparation of Anthracite". T . A . I . ^'.T . E
,
1911. V. 7R8. [ : _
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to avoid possibility of trouble, and beoau.se brealcap-e here is not
important. Run of mine 26 l/2° - 29°. To start run of mine on
steel may require 38°.
For Nev/ River, West Virginia, steam coals which have up to
60 per cent slack through a 1 inch bar screen^ in common practice foi'
bar screen and chute desin:n the following slopes are allowed:
For lum.p coal 26° _ 28°
" egg " 30°
" run of m.ine coal 32° - 33°
" slack, up to 45°
This coal is softer than Illinois coal and needs a somewhat greater
slope for the corresponding sizes. In either case som.e knowledge
and judgment as to the probable percentage of coarse an^ fine coal
in any mixture of sizes is necessary. Run of mine, a combination
of all sizes, has its individual angle, and screenings which are
frequently 1 l/2 inches or 2 inches down to zero in size also re-
quires its special anp-le, differing slightly in each coal. A
special coal is No. 5 nut, which is from 5/l6 or l/4 inch to zero
in size. Screens or chutes for such coal m.ay have to incline as
much as 35°.
While most ores required to pass over bar screens are raw
ores, i. e., all sizes as mined m.ix0d together, yet from, analogy
some allowance must be made if the ore contains a preponderance of
fine sizes. Ores require a greater slope than coals and one finds
ordinary ore grizzlies set at 40 - 45° slope; with coarse ore or a
sized ore this may be lessened to 36 - 40° while with very fine
material the angle m.ay have to be increased to "^o".
8. Temperature of material of screen.
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Almost no data are available as to the effect of tempera-
ture on the coefficient of >inetic friction, in other words, as to
whether a body will slide more easily over another v/hen one or both
are hot or cold. Following the seeming analop:y of an oiled bear-
ing, as a car axle, it would appear that the coefficient of fric-
tion decreases as the tem.-oerature increases. In this case, how-
ever, it is because the lubricant becom.es less viscous as the
temperature rises, and the friction is between oil and metal rather
than betv/een two m.etals. In the case of a coal or ore sliding
over a bar screen, other conditions beinp: the sa^e, there is un-
doubtedly a considerable difference between the velocity of m.ateri-
al on a very cold and a very hot day, and it is believed that coal
moves more slowly over a screen on a hot day than on a cold one,
or v/hen any set of conditions make either screen or material com-
paratively warm. This is contrary to popular supposition. To
support this conclusion, the v/riter's data reveal an exposed coal
screen in Illinois that worked perfectly under ordinary conditions,
but on vvhich the coal would stick on the hot davs in summer.
Similar interesting conditions are to be found at two coal
m.ines at Gillespie, Illinois, owned and operated by the same
company. At these mines the same coal seam is worked only th_ree
miles apart, and they are the largest mines in Illinois, if not in
the world, hoisting from. sinp:le shafts, as the output of each fre-
quently reaches 5000 tons per 8-hour day. Mine No. 1, is equipped
with a 1/2 inch space bar screen 10 feet wide by 12 feet long, set
at TT •Using puncher ^-achines, the coal produces l^ per cent of
screeninp-s.
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Mine No. 3 has identical screening equiment , hut set at
29*^, and as electric machines are used or^lv 11 ine-^ cent of screen-
ings is produced.
Both sci^eens work well under ordinary conditions, if any-
thing the coal has a tendency to move too fast. At a mine produc-
ing 5000 tons per day, hov/ever, for several hours at a time 12
tons per minute must slide over the chutes and screens and the heat
generated by the coal ruhbins: over the screen is considerable, as
it is som-etimes im.possible to hold ones hand on the screen. This
screen temperature would, of course, be a maximum on the hottest
summer days. It is on these days that trouble and annovance has
been experienced through the finer coal sticking on the screen
chutes at Ifo. 1 mine, but not at No. 3. Since No. 1 m.ine screen
has the lovver angle and the greater psrcentapie of screenings, dif-
ficulty should appear here first.
One explanation of the difficultv is that the coal starts
to "stew" (fuse and exclude volatile matter) on the hot screen, but
as the coal only requires 4 or 5 seconds to pass chutes and screen
this could hardly be the correct explanation. The theory advanced
above of increase of friction with tem.perature would anpear to fit
the case.
The rem.edy applied T>ras simple and efficient, A thin
stream of cold water was allowed to flow down the chutes constant-
ly, thus carrying away the heat as fast as form^ed, and as in a
bearing, possibly offering a lubricant between coal and screen.
At the time the screens were inspocted the "boss" in charge said
that boiling hot water from, the engine exhaust v;as --ore available
at the mine than cold water, and that he h-^.d at fi>^st tried the hot
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water as a remedy but it had not stopped the trouble as well as
the cold v^rater. If this statement can be relied upon, it
strengthens the theory just advanced. When coal screens, then,
are to be used under such severe conditions, knowledge of this
temperature factor is important.
Ore chutes and screens are seldom required to perform
service requiring the close adjustment necessary with coal, and
a slight increase in friction is not easy to notice. Occasional-
ly hot roasted ore is conducted by gravity chutes or screened on
gravity screens. The angle of slope ordinarily used, since break-
age is immaterial usually conceals any error in design. Philip
Argall, a well known mining enp-ineer, savs that ore screens
more rapidly when hot than when cold.^ This statement, however,
presum.ably applies to actual ease of separation of the particles
through drying, rather than from more rapid motion through con-
tained heat.
9. Shape of top of screen bars. The upper side or surface
of the screen bar has been made flat, inclined, pointed at differ-
ent angles, and variously curved and of many widths. The object
is to present a narrow surface for the lumps to ride on, that a
slight change in direction may cause them, to tip over and loosen
adhering fines. For large sizes of material especially, it is be-
lieved that wide flat bars increase somewhat the coefficient of
friction through increase of rubbing surface, and even though the
v/eight per unit of rubbing surface is less in this case it does not
entirely compensate for the increased am:Ount of friction. A parat
lei case mdeht be that on a hard pavement a narrow tired v;agon is
preferred, while on a very soft road, the reverse is true. In
1 Min. Ind. Vol. 6, 1897, p. 3^0.
'
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general, Tiost bar screens are so shaped as to present scarcely rrior
than a line down the bars for a rubbinj? surface.
It is hoped in the Mining Depart^ient of the University of
Illinois to carry out a series of tests to ascertain the relative
importance of these various factors in influencing the sliding
angle required for coal and ores.
Design of Gravity Coal Screens: Fig. 2 illustrates some
of the many designs of screen bars that have been tried in
England"'' and indeed ^.ost of the^. in this country.
Fig. 2. English Bar Screen Sections
1
Riggs, James, Inst, of C. S. of London, 1896-97, ^.^ol. 127, p. 163.
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These may, of course, be spaced any distance apart, de-
pending on the amount and size of oversize desired.
Riggs criticises the shapes is follows:
(a) "Slack will not clear itself, and soon reduces screening
area.
"
(b) "A wrot iron section with same criticism as for (a)."
(c-e) "Devised to faciliate entrance of slack into the spaces."
(f
) "Recoinmended, as the upper parts of the sides are parallel
and there is no unnecessary metal."
(g-h) "Slightly rounded surfaces which do not attain the hest
advantage, either in screeninr or for weirht o^ section."
(i-k) "These bars have unnecessary weight."
(1) "The high acute angle of the side fX) makes for rapid wear."
(1) Recommended. "The obtuse bevel reduces the liability to
wear, and secures a free passage for the slack."
He also recommends that bar screens receive coal at their
upper end from chutes which slope 23° and discharge on chutes slop-
ing at 28°. Evidently the first chute slows the coal that it may
be well screened, while the latter anrle increases the speed that
it m.ay be taken away rapidly. English screens are from 4 to ^ feet
wide and from 3 to 20 feet lonp:.
In America the bar lump coal screen used up to the present
time in the bituminous coal mining listricts of Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Indiana, has been governed by an agreement between operators
and m.iners
-i.s follows;
"Screens hereby adopted for the state of Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, and the bituminous district of Indiana shall be uni-
+
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form in size, 6 feet wide hy 12 feet lonc^, huilt of flat or akron
shaped har of not less than 5/8 of an inch surface 7rith one and
one-fourth inches between bars, free fron obstructions, and that
such screen shall rest upon a sufficient number of bearings to
hold the bars in proper position." The run of mine coal is
dumped over this screen and the miner receives pay only for the
oversize. The cross-section of the standard Akron bar generally
used is illustrated in fig. 3, (section d).
Pig. 3. American Standard Bar Screen Sections
The name Akron Bar given to a screen bar of tbis r^articular
cross-section has reference to the city of Akron, Obio, v^here it
originated. A corruption of this term to "aco-^n" "^ar from, the
fancied resemblence of the cross-section to an acorn is sometimes
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heard. Such a bar fulfils the requirements of v/ear, clean screen-
ing, and freedom from clogging. The v/eight of the section is 2.25
lbs. per foot. vVhere not intended as a standard screen it is also
bought and used in lengths of 12 feet 2 l/2 inches, 14 feet, 15
feet, and 16 feet, dependinp: on the cleanness of screening required.
This same standard screen is to be found at all mines in the dis-
tricts mentioned whether the daily output is measured in hundreds
of tons or in thousands. For convenience in the larger mines two
screens are used, one for each compartment of the hoisting shaft.
Pig. 3, a, b, c and e represent a number of popular bar screen sec-
tions used in the bituminous sections of America, either for
secondary bar screens following the standard one or fo^ any screen-
ing work in districts where the bar screen agreement is not in
force. (a) is a wedge-shaped bar used for small sizes of coal.
(b) is of the standard shape, but is particularly adapted to small
coal. Its usual dimensions are as given, 1 l/2" x l/2" x 3/l6".
(c) is a wedge bar used on large coal. At Illinois tipples a fre-
quent auxiliary bar screen is provided at the side of the tipDle
over which mine run coal can be dumped and screened for wagon or
local trade. The wedge bar is frequently used here as it is a
somewhat cheaper section than the Akron.
Section (e) is often known as a diamond bar screen, from
the shape of its head. At a number of mines in Illinois the dia-
mond bar used has no lower extension beinp: a -row of simple square
rods set on edge as follows: <^ A <^ <^
When used as coal screens, the bars noted are generally,
held in position by a set of cross-bearing bars, notched to carry
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the screen bars. The standard bearing bar for the standard bar
screen is a section 4 inches by 3/4 inches, cut by notches about
11/2 inches deep for the bars to rest in. The operators-miners
agreement requires the screen bars to rest in a "sufficient number
of bearing bars to hold the screen bars securely in place". In
practice a bearing bar is placed at the upper and lower ends of a
bar screen and about every three feet between. Prom the stand-
point of security this may seem unnecessarily rigid, but T)ieces of
coal or slate often become v^edged between the bars and are struck
by succeeding pieces, producing the same spreading action as thou^?h
a wedge had been driven between. For practically the same reason
the bars are made wedge-shaped and with the widest part of the
wedge at or near the top. In the older bar screens where the sec-
tion was made rectan^rular irregular pieces of material frequently
lodged half way through them. By using the wedge-shaped section,
any piece able to pass the widest part of the bar im^mediatelv falls
away without furtlier obstruction.
Bar screens, as a rule, are never used to their full
capacity as dum.ping takes places at irregular intervals from a car
and m.aterial is screened in sudden rushes. Under these conditions
a screen 4 to 6 feet wide may be used, either for a few hundred or
up to 2 or 3 thousand tons per day. One bar screen 10 feet wide
treats 5000 tons of run of mine coal per S-'^-^our day, another l/g
feet wide only 800 tons. A rule for maximum tonna.cre is 500 tons
of run of m.ine coal per foot of width of screen "oer 8 hour day.
Practically their capacity may be made unlimited by increasing their
slope.
The length of a bar screen is regulated by the cleanness
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of screening desired rather than capacity, as a short screen will
pass as many tons as a lon,fr one, but not screen it so thorou;?hly.
Screens are usually 12 to 16 feet long irrespective of tonnage.
This point is made because many engineers quote capacity of gravity
bar screens in square feet of screening area used per ton per hour.
This gives little idea of the actual work unless width and length
are stated as well.
Design of Ore Gri2:zlies: in ore dressing the grizzly is
built much stronger than the bar screen used for coal, and the cros
section of the bars is usually a simDle v/edo-e. Pio-. shows the
common bars used.
Fie-. 4. Standard Grizslv Par Sections
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Old steel rails, inverted and fastened together are a com-
mon form of r:riz?.ly. Much harder and heavier material must be
handled on a grizzly than on a coal screen and they are constructed
unusually strong. Instead of the bearing bar, the bar section is
pierced by a number of holes, through which rods are passed, the
distance apart of the bars being kept constant by spacers or ^vashers
on the rods. The usual fault with grizzlies co^^ies fro^. a p-eneral
use by the manufacturing firms of an insufficient number of these
cross rods or bolts. Apparently a grizzly bolted together every
4 or 5 feet is rigid, strong and secure. The tremendous pressure,
however, exerted by the wedge pieces which become lodged between
the bars soon bends the bars and widens the space between them.
This serious defect, which leads to large Pieces of undersize,
should be remedied by making all ore grizzlies with tie rods
spaced not over 2 feet apart.
Life of Bar Screens: With either ore or coal, the life
of a properly constructed bar screen is lon^, often with coal
screens the life of the mine; with the harder ore the wear is
greater, especially at the top end of the screen, whqre the m.ateri-
al first strikes. The writer has in mind a grizzly that handled
500,000 tons of ore and was still in fair shape. Most grizzlies
replaced have failed through bending of their bars due to insuf-
ficient nujnber of spacing rods, rather than from wearing out.
Advantages and Disadvantages: The gravity bar screen is
the simplest and cheapest of all screening? devices to instal and
operate. From ^50. to |lOO. covering the whole cost o-" one of
regular size, with often no expense for repairs or renewals for
years. It is of alm.oat unlimited capacity, requires no power and
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little attendance, and for the roughest and coarsest work has not
been excelled.
Its defects raajr he discussed as follows:
1. Difficulty of chan^ring size of T)roduct. Coal market con-
ditions frequently require a sudden change in the size of product
which can be made only by puttinsr in an entirely new screen or by
changing the spaces bet^veen the bars, either of which schemes is
troublesome. Many bar screens have been invented in which the
bar spaces may be quickly changed hy movem.ent of a control lever
or similar device. Even as earlv as 1834 an Englishman nam.ed
Hall patented such a device. They all lack the prerequisites
that have made the bar screen a favorite, nam.ely, simplicity and
wearing qualities, and none of them has been generally adopted.
2. Difficulties due to change in the coefficient of friction
between screen and material. These difficulties have been out-
lined. That due to breakage at the end o:^ the screen through
excessive velocity should be emphasized. This tendency toward
breakage for the sam.e velocity probably increases as the cube of
the diameter of the material being treated, an important point
when designing for coarse material.
3. Lack of exact sizing. The bar screen is prim.arily in-
tended for coarse or rough sizine and when fine and exact sizing
are needed the results are unsatisfactory. Theoreticallv, a piece
of material whose m.inimum thickness is the width of the bar spaces
and whose maximujn dim.ension mip-ht be several feet vvill pass the
screen if it falls on the screen at a favorable angle. In prac-
tice the results of this are that a mineral which tends to break
into cubical blocks will receive exact sizing over a bar screen.
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Minerals as slate, shale, li?nite coal and others, which tend to
break into flat pieces, will frequently allow large uneven pieces
to pass into the undersize. As an example in the Mining Labora-
tory of the University of Illinois, coal which had passed a one
inch bar screen was rescreened over a one inch round hole screen
and 24 per cent was oversize, some pieces which were rnostlv flat
shale and bone coal, would not even pass a two inch round hole
screen. Moreover virhen dealine: with mineral under l/2 inch in
size on a bar screen the pieces become so numerous that excessi^rg
choking of the spaces results, and on such sizes a slight spread-
ing of the bars changes considerably the size of the product.
Roughly 1/2 inch represents the minim.um size that is successfully
screened through a bar screen.
4. Difficulty encountered in obtaining clean screening:. With
bar screens, the lumps slide down the screen rather than roll.
Thus a dirty lujnp m.ay carry considerable fines into the oversize.
This is sometimes prevented by hanging loosely above the bar screen
and about half^dOv/n, logs, wires or chains, against which the lumDS
strike and turn over, freein.fr themselves of the adhering fines. A
similar result is obtained bv breaking the bar scr^een into two or
more sections in steps, the coal falling from one step to another
is jarred and releases the fines. Either of these devices has the
disadvantage of breakage of any tender mineral.
Recomjnendations. It seems feasible in the design of any flow
sheet involving the use of bar screens to inquire closely into the
nature of the material, its possible chanp-es, the need for close
sizing, and to allow sufficient head room to make necessary ohanp:es
possible.
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Finally'-, particles ^.oving down the ordinary bar screen have
either a positive or negative acceleration, causing either exces-
sive velocity or the necessity of pullinfr the
-material over the
screen by hand. It is here sug,crested that a theoretically
perfect bar screen could be made by having the plane of the bars
and chutes curved approximately in the form of a cycloid. Such
a curve would allow material to traverse the length of the screen
in minimum of time, therefore, with the greatest avera^^e velocity
and conversely with the average flattest slope, making more Perfect
screening possible. The upper and lower points on a cycloid
curve connected, form an angle of 32° 28' with a horizontal line.
Therefore, with slight variation an approximate cycloidal curve
could replace the straight bar screen. Moreover increased veloci-
ty and fall '.vould be given the particles at the heal of the screen
where most needed and so decrease the velocity at the lov/er end of
the screen that the breakage would be reduced to a m.inim.um.. On a
long screen requirin?? a steep slope, the saving- in mill height or
he -id room would be considerable. With modern steel bending rolls,
the additional expense of the bent bars should be small. The
writer is not aware that the scheme has been su.f^prested previously.
Other Gravity Screens; Another class of gravity screens
of quite different properties from those having bars are the sta-
tionary inclined gravity screens having either wire mesh cloth or
punched plate surfaces. Due to restriction of size of openinfr in
tv/o directions and to the slope of the screen as well as to the
trajectory of the moving particle, these screens produce an under-
size the maxim.um. of which is considerably less than the dimension'
of the opening of the screen, and which in every case is a function
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of the slope, although this maximum size is considerably increased
by an elongation of the holes in the direction or path of the raov-
1
ing particle. Thomas A. Edison has investigated and devised such
stationary gravity screens, and points out not only the necessity
of having the length of the holes in the plate at least l/2 inch
if any m.aterial is to get throu,8-h but also the long life of such a
screen, although an increase of one per cent of moisture in ore in-
creases the wear on the screens by seven.
As a rule, such screens are used for the finer work, it
being exceptional to see a gravity wire or punched screen passing
material larger than 1 inch size. They are mostly used for pro-
ducing sizes under l/2 inch, where accuracy is required and ivhere
to prevent blinding it is desirable to use large holes, and still
obtain a finer undersize than is indicated by the diameter of the
holes.
The writer recently saw p-ravity v/ire screens bein^ used
in experimental work in an effort to get a sized coal under l/8
inch m.esh. The scrsens were 5 inches wide and 15 feet lonp- set
at an anc-le of 45*^. The wire cloth had l/4 inch meshes. Al-
though covers were necessary over the screens to keep the material
from bouncing out, they each ?;ere handlin.p- satisfactorily 3 tons
per hour. As the finer sizes of coal become better understood
and more valuable, the cheapness, capacity and absence of any power
required should m.ake this type a favorite over the power screening
m.achinerj/.
In coal screening, the use of wire m.esh cloth for deprra-^la-
tion screens has been considered (p. 3^). Round hole and eloncated
T.A.I.M.E. Vol. 19, 1890-9i, p. 656.
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hole screens also are often used as secondary or degradation
screens. For example in storing a sized coal in a bin, crushing
and rubbinsr takes place with a production of up to 5 per cent of
fine sizes. As this dust interferes with the appearance and
consequent sale of the coal its removal is necessary before load-
ing the final car or v/agon. The chute leading from bin to the
car has its bottom formed for part of its length of a screen Dlate
with round or elongated holes, for illustration:
#1 Nut coal 3 in. - 2 in. has a degradation screen with 3/4 in. r.h.
#2 " " 2 in. - 1 1/4 in. has a " tf it ,,„
#3 " " 1 1/4 in. - 3/4 in. has a " " " 3/8 in.
#4 " " 3/4 in. - 1/4 in. " " " " 3/I6 in.
These screens slope at 35° more or less, and at this an?le,
the maximujn diameter of coal removed is about two-thirds the diame-
ter of the hole mentioned. At the coal crushing plant of the
Illinois Steel Com.pany, at Joliet, lump coal is reduced to 1 l/s
inch round hole size with Bradford breakers and from here to l/4
inch size v/ith swing hammer pulverizers. Wishing to take out
material already below I/4 inch round hole size, before pulveriz-
ing, and relieve the machines of extra work, the bottoms of the
chutes leading to the pulverizers are of I/8 inch round hole
punched plate for a length of about 15 feet, on a 45° slope. The
undersize produced has a m.axim.um size of abou.t I/4 inch.
Elongated hole plate screens are illustrated by the
patented flanized lip screen or step screen, fig. 5, which is fre-
quently used as a degradation screen. Not only does it handle
the sized coal on less slope than the wire cloth screen, but the
steps aid in turning over the coal. The perforations are 12
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Fig. 5. A Lip Screen
inches long and are slightly wider at the lov/er end. Wedged piecesi
slide out at the lower end of the perforations. For Illinois prac-
tice with lip screens, the following: slopes are recommended:
For 6 in. to 3 in. egg coal (slot 3/4 in. x 1 l/4 in. x 12 in..),
30*^ slope. For 3 in. to 1 l/4 in. nut coal (slot l/2 in. x 3/4 in.
X 12 in.) 32*^ slope.
Wire mesh cloth and perforated plate gravity screens have
a distinct use in ore dressin,p-. In some TDrocesses it is neces-
sary to screen with as fine s.s 100 meshes per linear inch, or
10,000 holes per square inch; screening of sizes above 10 m.ms.,
about o/b inch is considered as coarse work. For reasons stated
gravity bar screens can not be used below this size. Their place
is sometimes taken by the gravity ?/ire or punched plate screen.
Considerable difference exists in the ratio of the maxim.um. size of
piece in the undersize to the diameter of hole in the screen, de-
pending on the same variables as mentioned with similar coal
screens and in addition on the shape of the grains of mineral being
treated. One case is recorded where a 30 m.esh wire screen set at
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45 gave a maximum size of .crrain of 50 mesh in the undersize. In
general, as in ^ifr, ^, let a be the
side of a square hole in a gravity
screen set at an angle of x°, then
the horizontal projection b of the side
Pig. 6. Effect of
Inclined Screen a, or b = a Cos. x, is the theoreti-
Surface
cal maximum grain that may pass the
screen hole. This is a limiting
condition and m.ay only be aDDroached
when the particles have nearly a ver-
tical trajectory, i.e., a lovr veloci-
ty, and approach spheres in shape. For the case where x = 45° and
a = 1/4 inch, b = 0.17 inches.
Unskilled mill men who have discovered that the inclined
v/ire screen produces a sm.all undersize in "pr'onortion to the size
of hole and also its com.parative freedom from blinding have
imagined the inclination could be increased enough so that very
fine sizes could be produced v/hile still retaining the large holes.
Practically, on exceeding a slo-oe of about 55°, the velocity of the
particles becom.es so great that they .jump over the screen, and even
if it is 15 or 20 feet lone: they villi touch at a few points only,
and the chances for screening are reduced to a m.inim.um.
As gravity plate or wire screens are used on the finer
sizes, perhaps under 1 mm,, a new condition arises, for the holes
soon blind with irregular pieces. Why this does not occur with
the coarser sizes can be explained by the fact that the coarser
sizes rattling over set up enoupch vibration ir the scree^^ to cause
the lodp-ed -oieces to bounce out of the holes, v/'hile with the smaller
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sizes the screens seem to be "dead" or to lack vibration. If the
material contains a larger percentage of oversize vibration is in-
creased or sonietimss very lip-ht v/ire screens are used which vibrate
more easily; on the whole the only remedy has been to subject the
screen to artificial vibration, which case will be discussed under
Vibrating Screens ip./OS)'
Another feature with these screens is that two or three
per cent surface moisture, an amount that will not be noticed when
screeninf^ coarser material will cause the dust to adhere to the
wires and in a short time blind the holes. For exam.nle with a
hot dry barite ore cominp- from a calciner the writer was able to
produce a clean SO m.esh undersize (usincr a somewhat larger rectangu-
lar hole), while such an ore in its sliehtly moist raw state could
not be separated with these screens.
Drar Screens: A minor type of stationary screen, al-
though the passage of the m.aterial over it is not by gravity, is
the so-called drag screen. The material to be screened is drag-sed
over the screens by means of scrapers, vmich are usually fastened
to an endless chain or belt passing continuously in one direction.
Material may move up the screen or down the screen or the screen
m.ay be set hori^.ontal, and the screening surface may be bars, wires
or Dlate. This screen is a favorite for rescreening washed coal,
especially v/here m.uch v/ater is present, for besides riddinr^ the
coal of the finer sizes, it drains it of excess water. F. C.
Lincoln lists a drac: screen 2 feet wide used in sizinp- raw coal
3 3/4 inches - containing 1 '5/4 inch slot holes and 3/8 inch
1
~~" ~"
Goal Washing in Illinois. .Bull. No. 69, Eng. Expt. Sta., U.of I.
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square holes, having respectively lenp;ths of 16 feet and 8 feet,
capacity 40 tons per hour or . 2 square feet per ton per hour.
Five other drag screens listed as sizing washed coal, have round
holes varyinp: from i/s to inch and average 1 square foot Der
ton per hour capacity. At one rescreener in the state a 1 1/2
inch space bar drag screen 6 feet wide and 30 feet lonF first
drags to coal up a 26° incline and then horizontally. The capaci-
ty is 600 tons per 8 honrs viith a scra-oer sr^eed of 80 feet per
minute. Round holes for any size abo^e 1/2 inch are not favored
with these screens on account of the pieces lodging in the holes
and being broken by the scraper. They have the decided advantage
of being able to elevate the coal while screening it, and are the
only screens where height is gained durinp- screening. with coal,
the wear of scrapers and screens is inconsiderable, but no record
of worn out screens is available. The speed of the scrapers is
from 60 to 100 feet per minute, so slow that the coal moves over
the screen without jar or tipping of the lumps^ m.aking clean dry
-
screening unlikely. The real place of this screen is as a washerj
dewaterer, especially where the plant design needs headroom.
In ore dressin.c. the drag type of screen is occasionally usee
as a dewaterer. Since few coarse ore products reouire rescreening
or resizing after wet treatment, some form of bu.cket elevator is
more useful as a dewatering device.
A modification of the drag screen in ore work called the
Chain Grizzly^ has been introduced at the iron ore i^iines in
Minnesota. Here parallel endless chains passinp- over pulleys at
each end form the screening surface and at the same time convey the
coarse oversize over the screen..
r
Enpr, ^ |;^^_ Jour. Apr. 1, 19 Iff ^ ^. ^00
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V. REVOLVING OR TROMMEL SCREENS
Of th3 three main classes of screens, +he rsvolvinp; screen
or roller screen of the coal tipple, f^enerallv oalle^I a trommel or
drum screen by the ore dressing v/riters has been the most studied
and described, and it is the main type of screen in or>e dressing
practice, v/here perfect screening is m.ore im.portant than speed,
and -where, as in the sizes ranging from 15 mms. to 2 mms. wet screak-
ing is the rule. In coal preparation on the contrary its break-
age of the tender coal has resulted in an unfavorable opinion
towards it especially for coarser v;ork and it is not being installed,
in the new plants.
Fig. 7. A Revolving Screen
The Com.mon Revolving Scre-en: The revolving screen,
fig. 7, in i153 sim.plest elements is a cylinder with its envelope
a screening surface of v/ire m^esh cloth or pe-^forated vls.te or
occasionally of bars. With its lono-itudinal axis set at a slight
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angle it receives material at the upper end and discharges oversize
at the lower. The screen revolves slovv-ly and carries the
particles inside around until a Doint is reached where the fo5?ce
of .rravity overcomes the friction of the particle against the
screening surface plus whatever centrif'ugal force the particle rnay
have due to its rotation. It rolls down hill until equilibrium
is reached and then is carried up the slope again. Since the
axis of the screen is set at a slirht slope, the path of steepest
descent which the particle will follow, will not he in the Diane of
an ele^_ent of the screen surface. If fip-. 6 represents part of a
revolving screen, the Darticle (a)
will be carried by the rotation up
to (b) wber it will
-"all or slide
down to r^oint ( c) to be again
raised to (d), etc. This Dath of
a theoretical particle in a revolv-Pig. 6. Path of a
Particle in a Revolving
Screen
ing screen is Imown as the saw
1tooth path. R. H. Richards calls
the anrle ABC the pitch angle of a
particle and directs attention to
its relation to the slope of the screen as regulating the length
of time a particle is retained, v'hich in turn is a function of the
capacity of the screen and its cleanness of separation. Rittinger'
Bhovvrs the effect of centrifup-al force on a particle beino- screened
As the revolutions per minute of a trom.m.el increase, i.e., its
peripheral speed, the particle is carried biirher im the sides of
Ore Dressing, Vol. 1, p. 375.
2
Aufbereitungskunde
, t). 260.
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the trommel before sliding, rollinp:, or dropping- dovrn. This speec
may be increased until the particle is carried around the screen
and no screening then takes place. If the coefficient of fric-
tion of coal is assumed to he 30°, tho following table shows, for
screens of different diameter, the r.D.m. at which this case would
result and also the usual v/orkinp- speed:
.
Good Practice
Diam.eter of Screen
30 inches
56
48
60
72
84
Rtp.m.. at which no Ore
screening takes place R.-o.m.
63
56
48
43
40
35
16-20
16-20
15-17
12-15
12-15
10-12
Coal
R. p.m.
30
26
20
16
13
11
In general the efficiency of a revolving screen is low at
very slow speeds, increasinp^ with an increase of speed until the
particle is carried roughly one-fourth of the way up the screen as
a m-axim.um. on each revolution. It is often claimed that for best
results with a revolvinfr screen, the speed of revolution should be
so slow that the particles will slide down the screen rather than
roll. It is difficult to see how this aids screeninr, althou(?h it
m.ay produce less attrition of the coal than when the narticles roll
constantly in their passage throup^h the screen, yet such a slow
m-oving screen m.ust necessarily be of low capacity. Revolving
screens desio-ned for coal averae-e from 200 to 250 feet per minute
peripheral speed, although English practice is much slower, 90 to
160 feet per minute. Screens, in operation in Illinois washeries
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vary fro- 126 to 471 feet ver minute."^ Evidently many are not
running under the best conditions.
With ore trorrimels the peripheral speed is somewhat less,
due to its Freater friction against the screen. In both cases the
other variables of slope, diameter, length and size change somewhat
the correct peripheral s-oeed.
For cylindrical revolting screens used with coal, the
standard angle of slope of the long axis is about 5°, often -
7/8 inch or 1 inch slope in 18 inches. Wire screen revolving
screens require slightlv mors slope than those using Dlate screen.
A slight increase in slope angle greatl^^ increases the caT^acity of
the screen by increasing the pitch angle of the particles, but
makes for less thorough screerinc^ unless the length of screens is
increased. A screen desirner has stated that 5° is the standard
inclination, if the coal contains a larpre proportion of oversize
the angle is made a little greater, since not so m.uch is to be
screened out. If the proportion of undersize is large, the
angle is decreased slightly.
Most cylindrical coal screens in Illinois used as re-
screeners ranee from 4 to 7 feet in Hiam.eter, usually 6 feet on the
large sizes, or where large capacity is required. The length of
a screen is governed by the number of sizes to be produced in the
same screen or by the cleannes of screening desired. Length has
no definite relation to the capacity of the screen, but for the
ordinary Vvork certain lengths which have been found satisfactory
are generally adopted.
1
Lincoln, F. C. Coal Washinfr in Illinois, Appendix E.
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Revolving screens rotatinp empty consujne little power, but
when loaded power is expended in constantly lifting the load and
the amount required is directly proportional to the load. Since
a change of slope, speed, screen size and diameter greatly change
the capacity it is difficult to find average capacity and power
required for the average screen. A screen 10 feet lone-, 6 feet
in diameter, with a 5° slope, making: 12 r.^.m. will handle un to
100 tons of oversize per hour. It takes ahout ^-our revolutions
for a particle entering to be discharged. The screen lifts the
particles at the rate of 6 x 12 x 2 = 144 feet per minute. There-
fore, the total lift on each particle = 144 x 4/l2 = 48 feet. i2£
2000 48 ^0tons X
-J— lbs. X ^'^Q^'^ = approx. 5 H.P. (theoretical) to drive
the screen. If the screen stops with a full load or coal, about
twice the power is necessary to start as is required to keep it in
operation, so that most screens are overpowered. The usual de-
sign is to allow twice the theoretical H.P. or in this case the
motor would be 10 H.P.
Variations of Standard Type. The cylindrical screen with
central shaft is the standard t^.^pe used for coal and for fine ore
work. IVhen the length o^ the screen exceeds 20 feet or the ma-
terial is large or heavy, or the slope considera'^le
, the central
shaft needed becom.es too large or the thrust on the lower bearing
is excessive. In these cases the screen is supported and driven
from trunnion wheels or rollers. Revolving screens also vary
widely in the shape of the envelope. For exam.ple, it may have
the shape of a truncated cone, the slope of an element being about
5° or equal to the slope of the axis of the ordinary cylindrical
screen. The axis or shaft of- this screen may be horizontal, avoid

ing end thrust on the bearings while its cone shape allows material
to work forward as easily y.s in the standard type. The disad-
vantage of its conical shape is that special cutting of the screen
cloth is necessarj''.
Revolving screens are often m.ade of hexagonal or other
polygonal cross section. This obviates the necessity of bending
the screen cloth covering, hut lifts the material higher and con-
siderable damage m.ay result from breakage. With hard ores this
shape is said to make superior products.
Where a number of sizes are required to be produced with
one screen, the finest holes must come first, followed by the other|
accordinr to increasinrr size (see method 1,. p./^). This is a
disadvantage is it requires the finest screens to take the ;?:reatest
tonnage and wear and since fine screens need more screen surface
than coarse for the same tonnage, the chance for imperfect screen-
ing are greatest where they should be the least. Moreo^.^er, large
pieces vvhich are more susceptible of breakage than the small, are
kept longest in the screen and are subject to the greatest abrasion.
To overcome these defects, screens have been made double jacketed
and triple jacketed, where the successive sizes of Dlates are con-
centric, one outside the other. In this way the largest holes car
be put on the inside cylinder, and the largest Dieces discharged
imjnediately as oversize from this cylinder, and in succession the
decreasinn- sizes are discharged as soon as formed. This is accord-
ing to m.ethod 2, p. . These screens are com_pact and require
little headroom. They have two serious defects, nam.ely, that to
change the inside screens or to repair them, it is necessarv to re-
Tiove the outside screens, and that the correct peripheral speed of
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the outside screen limits the work of the inside one. Thus if the
outside envelope is 9 feet in diameter, the whole screen may not
make more than 8 r.p.ra. at v/hich speed the inside cylinder of per-
haps 4 feet diameter can not work to capacity, hence additional
screens are required for a ^iven capacity. As a choice in coal
vvork between long single cylindrical screens and short multi
jacketed screens, preference is usually civen the former, although
in special cases, v/here compactness is a factor the latter Is used.
An interesting modification of the multi jacketed screen is
the Schm-itt"*" mentioned in the historical outline^ which has found
considerable use in Germany, although it has not been adouted in
this country. The cross section of the screen is a concentric
spiral with successively smaller screen holes, and with a dam or
barrier in each turn. It would seem that the com.T^licated struc-
ture and evident trouble in making interior repairs would be fatal
defects
.
The cost of revolving screens varies with the factors of
size, weight, and nature of screen cloth. For a 6 foot diameter
screen, 20 feet lone:, with shaft, the cost of the frame f.o.b.
should not exceed .|2'^0.00. Ordinary punched plate costs about
|6. per section 3 feet x 6 feet, therefore, between 7'^ and 100
dollars is a fair allowance for screen cloth, a total of $325. and
upward for the com.pleted screen. For bituminous coal practice it
has been estim.ated that the life of a revolving screen is 5 years,
or a necesary yearly allowance for depreciation of 20 per cent, al-
thourh one case reported shov/ed a life of only one year. Life in
these cases is assum.ed to be the len;rth of tim.e until repairs and
Jungst, F. "Steinkohlenaufbereitung"
,
p. 598.
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renewals have equalled the original cost of the machine.
General Criticism of Revolving Screens: The most un-
favorable criticism that can he made of the revolving screen in
coal work is its undue breaking of the coal. This is such a
positive factor that it has led to its abandonment for coarse
work. The m.axim.um size of coal treated in such a screen in
Illinois is 3 inches. Even with bituminous coal of a smaller
size than this, the loss resulting from the productiori of small
coal as a degradation product is so Freat, that tbev are being
abandoned in favor of the more m.odern shaking screens. Recently
a rescreening plant in Illinois installed a new revolvin.fr screen.
This so interested the writer that particulars were asked for. The
facts presented by the engineering firm, were that for years the
coal company had specialized with their trade name "Roller Screened
Coal" and could not at the present day afford to lose the market
that had been built up. The coal in question from lon^ attrition
in the screen has its corners worn off, and v/hen ready for market
the shape resembles an ego-. a si^niiar action is found in the
rattler testing machine used for road m.aterial, etc. From an
efficiency standpoint the wastage is large. Even in anthracite
preparation practice where the harder coal withstands breakage
better, this screen has been replaced by the shaking screen."^
When the revolving screen is used as a wet screen the con-
ditions are somewhat different. In sizinp- fine coal before or
after washing from 3 inches to zero, and esr)eciallv under 1 inch,
the m.aterial is often f levying in a stream, of water, and particles
tend to clog the apertLires. As the screen' rotates the screen
1 "Preparation of Anthracite", Mines and Minerals, Vol. 25,
1904-5, pp. PRn- 3fiP .
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plate is placed in an inverted position, and the offending; piece
drops out, or is forced out with a stream of water. By using
this screen wet coal has been separated in as small as l/8 inch
mesh size, which is somewhat sm.aller than is usual with other
types of screens. For wet screeninr on fine sizes, then, the re-
vel A'-ing- screen has held its own.
A coal particle in a revolvinp- screen is turned and pre-
sented fo a maximum number of openings, i.e., its chances of be-
ing thoroughly screened are great, which produces the m.ost exact
sizing and thorough screening possible. This is rot always of
prime importance in coal work. On the other hand only about
one-sixth of the perimeter is covered with coal at one time, which
m.eans low capacity per square foot of screenin!^ surface. For il-
lustration, a revolving screen frequently averages for 1 I/2 inch
size, 2 square feet per ton per hour, while a shaking screen with
its whole screening surface constantly covered may do equal work
with 0.5 square foot per ton per hour. An advantage of the re-
volving screen is its uniform rotating motion, with consequent ab-
sence of vibration to the building. This factor often determines
its use, especially at the top of a building, or above bins in a
rescreening plant. Most other types of movable screens impart
noticeable vibration to the supportinp: structure.
As a rule, revolving screens require m.ore space than other
screens having the sam.e capacity, and finally they do rot adm^it of
hand picking while the coal is being screened. All these points
weighed, for coal work, the revcl^rir.c^ screen has
-oassed the day of
its most general use.
The Trommel for Ore V/ork: The tromm.el is and has long
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been the most general screen used in the sizing of most kinds g,nd
sizes of ores. For this reason it has been exhaustively discussed
by various writers and consequentlv it is not necessary to investi-
gate it here. Those interested may consult the following
authorities
:
Richards, R. H. "Text Book on Ore Dressing", p. 207.
Wiard, E. S. "Theory and Practice of Ore Dressing", p. 263
Louis, Henry "The Dressing of Minerals", p. 55.
Rittinger, P. R. von " Aufbereitungskunde"
, p. 260,
Gallon, J. "Cours d 'Exploitation des Mines", Texte 3, p. 27
A few points connected more T^:ith the practical operation of
trommels, as taken from the writer's note book and which have es-
caped most of the above v;riters are noted below:
Ore trommels do not differ in appearance or construction
from the revolving coal screen described. Because the average
specific gravity of ore or rock is about 2.65 as compami with 1.30
for bituminous coal, screens m.ust be made heavier and more rugeied.
The wear on the screen surfaces is much greater, screening surfaces
with small holes often requiring renewal in three or four weeks.
With ore exact sizinr of very fine material is a necessity
therefore for sizes doAvn to 2 m.m.. , the tromjnel screen has held its
own. Within the last ten years lar^e heavy trom.m.els mounted on
trunnions have steadily renlaced the p-rizzlv for- the coarse rock
work in size 1 inch and greater without li^iit as required. These
sizes of hard rock are not subject to breakage and the objection to
the screen from this source heard in coal work is not valid here.
Trommel screens generally work dry on ore above l/2 inch size, for
finer work v/et screening is favored, as the use of water in the
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screen is of great aid in cleaning the meshes as the screen re-
volves, and also prevents dust.
As the size of the meshes decreases belo'w 2 mm., a new con-
dition arises. The niimber of pieces in a ton of material enor-
mously increases and the small screen holes used are in a screen
plate X7hich, to secure wear, must be of proportionally greater
thickness. Under these conditions even wet screening fails or
;vhere partially successfu_l, involves a frequent beating of the
screen to keep the meshes open. While local conditions mav vary
the firure, 1 m.m. holes are given as the mininum size that can be
used in wet or trommel screens. Below this, classification in
water is usually resorted to for separation.
A mill superintendent com.plained of the blinding of certain
of his fine trommel screens and placed the blame on the screens as
a type. The real trouble came from, placinp- certain of the screen
plates v;ronp^ side out. To the eye both sides of a fine screen
plate look the same. The holes, however, have been punched from
one side, which is smooth and the holes are of a little larger di-
ameter than on the other side, which is slirhtly rou^rh and burred
where the die has torn out the metal. If the burred side is
placed on the inside little blinding will be noticed as any piece
caurfit in the burr falls through the hole. If the other side is
placed inside, these small pieces wedrre in the holes and can only
be removed at considerable trouble. Knowledge of such apparently
trivial points in screens m.ay mean their success or failure.
Com.pared with revolving coal screens or3 tromm.els are
usually of sm.aller diam.ster and proportionately are longer and
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have greater slope, while the speed is somewhat less and the horse
power nc-eded is greater. A single trommel usually has but one
size of holes, if nore sizes are required separate and independent
trommels are used.
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VI. SHAKING SCREENS
Description and Variables for Coal Work: The growinj? use
and importance of the shaking screen in coal preparation in the las-;
twenty years threatens to eliminate other types of screens where
coal is intended for the general market. First came a general
replacement of the bar screen by the shaker screen for coarse coal
preparation, as a rule in sizes over 1 l/4 inch or 2 inch, and dur-
ing the last 5 years even the revolving screen used in preparing
coal below these sizes has given -/:ay to special forms of shaking
screens. The usual type is illustrated by fie 9.
Fig. 9. A Shaking Screen
It is a rectangular^ screen inclined at a low anprle and
suspended from or supported by loose rods. The frame is attached
by a connecting rod to an eccentric or other mechanical device for
giving an oscillating movement. Material fed on the top end of
the screen slides down, especially on the back stroke, the finest
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sizes falling through the screen perforations. In nearly every
case, the screeninf: surface is round hole plate, although bars and
wire cloth have been used. If the screening surface is replaced
or covered hy blank plate, the screen is said to be veiled. To
avoid vibration from the reciprocating motion, screens are hung in
pairs from the same driving shaft and their direction of motion is
opposite. Apparently such a mechanical anvlia^nce is of extreme
simplicity; but theoretically and practically it is complicated by
the variables following, any one of which may affect its v;ork and
capacity.
1. Material of screen, size of particles, moisture and
other conditions affectinp^ the coefficient of friction between
moving coal and screen plate. These have been discussed under
Gravity Screens, Part IV,
2. An,?^le of inclination of the screen which affects the ve-
locity of the particles. Greater slope gives greater velocity, anr,
more capacity, but lessens the cleanne^ of screening.
3. Lenfith of throw and reA'-olutions per manute of the eccen-
tric which measure the am.ount and intensity of m.ovement of the
screen fram.e and the particles on it.
4. Size of perforations. With large perforations rough
pieces of coal which lodge in the holes have to be removed by liv-
ing the screen such an effective throw that they will be lifted out.
Large pieces require m.ore force than small ones, since P = ^
,
g
or for the sam^e force applied the small pieces receive the greater
acceleration. As the size of the Darticles increases, then, greata'
force m.ust be applied to the screen to keep the holes clean, that
screening may be continuous.
,
Theoretically, increased speed or
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throv/ v;ill accomplish this, practically the larpe hole "olate is
given an increased inclination. As an illustration a screen at
an Illinois mine had plate with maximum holes of 6 inch diameter.
When these v;ere replaced by 8 inch hole plate the holes blinded.
The slope of the particular plate was increased several degrees
and gave no further trouble.
This explanation is necessary since in the discussion of
bar screens it was stated that fine coal i-eauired a frreater slope
thaji coarse. While tbis is equally true on a shaker screen if
the screening surface is bars, yet with the usual perforated Dlate
surface used the large particles lodging in the holes makes a
greater slope necessary for them and more than balances the dif-
fererce of friction with size.
5. Direction of motion. Shaking screens may ha^re a more
or less pendulum like motion or they may have an upward and forward
and a downward and backward motion, or some combination of these
which will give a forward jerk to the coal. These will be con-
sidered under special types p.^g'.
Theoretical Consideration of the Action of a Shaking
Screen: The theoretical considerations connectinp- these differ-
ent variables of shaker screen action have not been studied previ-
ously, as by adjustment it has been usual to m.ake a certain shaking
screen work well. Other screens are designed from this one, trust-
ing to flexibility of adjustm.ent after installation to produce
passable work for the different conditions. Speed or revolutions
per minute of the drivinr shaft is the variable most easily changed.
An examination of coal tipples in Illinois revealed that many of
them contained shaker screen's working under unfavorable conditions.

Some imparted excessive vibration to the structure through poor
balancing of the reciprocating parts, others ^oved the coal so
fast that only imperfect screening took nlace, v;hile still others
had been equipped with special knockers to keep the screen open-
ings free, a doubtful improvement which soon wears holes through
the screen. Some of the newer tipples contain well designed
screens, one especially was seen in northern Illinois of which the
superintendent said "That screen always worked so well that several
engineers have been here to take measurements before designing
others .
"
While recognizing that a subject complicated by so many
variables is difficult of a complete theoretical solution, yet it
is believed that the discussion of shaker screens on the following
pages will e;iven an insifrht into their action.
Reduced to its elem.ents, a shaker screen is an inclined
suspended perforated plate, to which i-s im.parted a reciDrocating
motion by means of a rod connected to an eccentric, fig. 10. w^-
terial such as coal, to be
screened, is fed on the upper
end of the inclined Dlate, and
under the reciprocating motion
mentioned, moves dovm the Dlate,
FifT. 10. Elem.ents of a
Shaking Screen sm.aller sizes falling
through the perforations, the
larger sizes passing over the end.
For any given material, screens v/ill always have three of
the variables previously m.entioned. (1) Slope or inclination of
the plate. (2) Speed or R'.p.m.. of the shaft p-ivinp- the eccentric
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throw. (3) Amount or length of throw. Friction between the
plate and moving particle with two standard materials such as
Illinois coal and smooth brip-ht steel screen plate, may be assumed
to be a constant, if in the discussion one size only of coal is
considered. The variable caused by the necessity of throwing
lodged particles out of the holes will not be considered, except-
ing to rscofrnize that it increases the angle of the screen some-
what in practice. For a given size of coal this m.ay be repre-
sented by a factor.
The usual practice in the desi,p-n of screens is to assume
a com.bination of throw, speed and inclination that has wor^^ed well
in previous practice. For example, with an inclination of 1/2
inches -oer foot (about 16° 16') a shalcer screen with 100 six-inch
throws or com.plete shakes per m.inute will wot"> well if the screen
is in good condition, especially if having no lost m.otion in the
eccentrics. This combination of variables holds for coal ranging
in size from at least 1 inch diam-eter up, provided the largest holesi
are not over 6 inches in diameter. This is the rule used by one
American engineering firm in the desie-n of shaker screens. It
will be noticed that R.P.M. x throvr in inches = 600, and this is
also often taken as a ^reneral rule for practical desitrn, especial-
ly among Snpclish enp:ineers. For slope they have a general rule of
14° for coarse coal and running up to 18 - 20*^ for the finer sizes.
That this slope rule is erroneous and should be reversed for coarse
and fine coal has been proven. [V'Y^
Rittinger recom.raends 200 three-inch strokes Der m.inute,
which is not favored in America, since the rapid reciprocating
motion gives more vibration than fewer strokes of greater amplitude.
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Considering the elements of the problem mathematically,
and limiting: the variables to slope, R.p.ra. and throw, as defended
above for any ffiven size and varietv of coal.
Fig. 11. Forces Acting on a Particle
on a Shaking: Screen
Let S = Shaker Screen
R = Connecting Rod
E = Eccentric
h = Suspension Rods
A particle fc), fig. 11, of weight W restinp- on the screen
of inclination 6, may have this v/eight resolved into the two com-
and W sin e
Donents W cos 9, respectively perpendicular and parallel to the
screen frame.
Suspended from the rods hh, the screen, in its m.ovement
,
describes the arc of a circle whose radius is h, but as this move-
ment is only a few inches, and as the rods h are assumed to be 6
feet or m.ore in length, the oscillating path of the particle C m.av
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be taken as a straight line.
On the forward or right hand movement of the screen, the
particle will be at rest, on the backv/ard or left hand movem.ent, if
the acceleration of the screen plate be great enough to overcom.e
friction, the particle will slide down the screen Dlate, cominp: to
rest again when the next forward movement takes place. Thus the
withdrawal of the screen from beneath the particle is equivalent to
the action of a horizontal force F to the particle.
The measure of this force is F = ^
g
V/here F = horizontal force acting
M = Mass of particle
W = Weight of particle
a = MaximiJLm acceleration
From the properties of an eccentric, the maximum accelera-
tion takes place when the velocity is zero, that is, at the be-
ginning of each return stroke and this m.aximum acceleration will
impart maxim.um. tendencj^ towards movement of the particle. This
o
acceleration is m.easured by a = R
y^Tiere R = radius in feet of the eccentric
U5 = angular velocitv = ^^'''^^^i^-s
^ ' seconds
W a W pWhence F = g = g^^^*^'^ ~ Max. horizontal force acting on the
particle.
This horizontal force may in turn be resolved into two components,
one acting normal and one parallel to the inclined screen.
W 2The force norma.l to the screen = " RU3 sin 9
o
W «
2
The force parallel to the screen = — R qqs 6
g .
If (\ = angle of starting friction of the coal particle
(with Illinois coal and a clean bright screen, ^ is assumed to be
30°; coefficient of friction = tan 30°); the particle will m.ove
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down the screen when
i RU?^ cos e plus W sin 6 = tan (A (w cos 9 - - R ^ sin 9)
S g
In other words when the sun of the ^orces down the plane
are greater than the opposino: forces. Simplied, the above expres-
sion becomes
^ > rCos e^-rtsin ^ . (I. ) = Minimum conditions
<^ ' ^ for dovmward rn.ovement of
a coal particle on the
bacl<:ward stroke of the
screen.
Thus for any f?iven slope of screen and material
2
(y(3 R = a constant
T 60U9 _ „ . ,also ^ = Hev. per minute
and 2 R X 12 = inches throw or travel of eccentric, or (R.p.m.)^
X t?irovv of eccentric = a constant for any given slope of screen.
Therefore, the action of a shaking screen varies directly
with the throw or total travel of the eccentric, and directly with
a simple function of the ancrle of inclinatior also inversely as the
coefficient of starting friction of the m.aterial, but varies direct'
ly as the square of the revolutions per minute.
vifhen the values are worked out by expression (l) the
particle barely moves down the screen. As the acceleration of
the throve is increased, a speed may be reached srreat enough to
cause the particle to slide up the screen on the forward stroke,
as well as dov/n the screen on the backward stroke. As such a
m.ovement slows the particle in its passa.pre over the screen, such
a speed is not dasirable. The maximum, down speed of the TDarticle
will come .iust before this point is reached. Thus as for (I)
p
a particle will slide up the screen as well as down when LA^
^Gos 8 sin dj g fg.)
Cos e - ^ am 9 •> ^
^'^
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These then, ^.ust he the maximum conclitions for su.coessful screen-
ing. Also that the nearer this condition is apnroached, the ;rreat
er will be the capacity of a screen. For this ^ost efficient con-
dition of screening (R.p.Tn. ) x throw of eccentric = constant.
Thus, with screens to be designed
oFor 8 slope (R.p.m.)'^ x throw in inches = 55050
" 12° " " X " " " = 63500
" 16° " " X " " " = 73100
" 20° " " X " " " = 84000
These values are maximum and should not be exceeded.
Using equations (1) and (2) a graphic logarithjnic plat
has been made, fig. 12, illustrating maxim.um. and m.inim.um; values
under amr conditions of speed, slope and throw. The m.inimum
values platted represent a theoretical limiting condition only.
Comm.ercial screens m:ust have capacity and for this reason, the
probable greatest forward speed without any backward travel will
be found at a point close to the maximum lines in the plat.
Referring to pa^e (^/), it is seen that the Force causing
m.otion of the particle down the screen is a m.aximum at the begin-
ning of each stroke. Poor m.echanical connections, such as a loose
connecting rod, or a worn and loose eccentric reduces this accel-
eration and vifould necessitate in practice a set of values somewhat
above or to the rip-ht of the maximum, values platted. This also ex
plains why screens frequent Iv x^ork v/ell when new and cause trouble
after running a short tim.e. Neglect to keep dirt away from, the
eccentric and failure to take up the natural wear bv the class of
labor usuallv found in a coal Preparation plant ii^av result in
serious loss of capacity of the screen. Even the best eccentric


Scree ?7 ^C'St^n.
Co7r(/ctiofrs A^ecessxtr'/ /or a
Coal Pcfftic/e. to Start
tv/7 t^e Scree??.
f^orticie:. jQe^i'rrs to vT^ii/e.
^ocA^ o?7 t/9€ /u3riv<yr{/ 6i/'c4't^i
/^or' Capacity: Cof7c/ztrons
5^ei//t/ to t /f*^ ,^ry A t o/ ^
^
<,7^<j^ C/cse U tM /Hoytrnu^ /='/c,tc/ S/^o/Tr^y
Coe/yicient o/ *S^cfr/i?ry
fr/cf^io/j ^sst4 frrec^ to /5c.
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must be slightly loose when running ("have a little play") and the
variables as platted should be increased accordingly.
Discussion. The conclusions above have been submitted
to several mininp; engineers v;ho apcree V7ith them excepting as to
the Doint where the maxir^.um or best screening takes place. The
assumption was that as a maximum a particle m.oved down the screen
on the back stroke and was stationary on the forward stroke, and
that the maximmi speed down the table was reached just before the
com.bination of variables v/as great enou^ih to cause movement up the
screen on the forv/ard stroke. One en,q-ineer miairtains that with a
particle m.ovino- on the back stroke onlv, screening takes place only
50 per cent of the time and hence the screen is onlv 50 per cent
efficient. He therefore favors a condition of screening where
particles m.ove both v/ays, but further down the screen on each
double throv/. There are tv;o objections to this. With large
heavy screens the bigh value necessary for (R.p.m.)^ x throw to
effect this m.otion both ways m.akes for excessive vibration, and
the velocity of the particles become so great that close effective
screenino- is impossible. Therefore on lare;e heavy screens, prac-
tice calls for movement over the screen in one direction only. Wit!
the ligliter screens and loads handled in the sm.aller sizes, it is
adm.itted that a slight backv/ard throw may help screening. For
instance, a fine screen noted gave the Darticles a forward throw
of about 5 inches and a backward throw of about ore inch; at 150
R.p.m.. this m.eans an average velocity of the coal on the screen of
50 feet per minute.
A writer in Coal Age -^ recom.m.ends for coarse screens also an
Pfenin.Q-, H. F. "The Desirn of Coal Screens", Coal Are, SoDt.
14, 191gV' —
'
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average velocity of the coal of 50 feet per minute. This agrees
7;ith personal observations made on screens in Illinois that ap-
peared to be doing good work. Other screen<|noted, however,
gave much greater or m.uch less velocity. This factor would bear
a direct relation to the capacity or duty of any screen.
Another engineer favors hip-h velocity and steep slope with
his screens, claiming; that with flat screens a lodged Diece of coal
is sheared by a succeedinc- piece, while with steep slopes the suc-
ceeding piece rides over the lod^red Darticle.
Special Types of Shaking Screens. (a) The Parrish Screen:
Mention has been made of special shaker screens for fine coal, of
several types the ^^,ost effective is the Parrish screen. It is
different from the ordinary shaker screen in that it is of liphter
vveip-ht and lower slope and instead of s?/inging loosely from, rods,
it is either supported by or rests on rigidly fastened hard wood
strips, usually 1 inch x 12 inch boards about 6 to 8 feet Ion? and
placed perpendicular to the length of the screen. As the screen
swings to and fro the boards are bent after the manner of spv-ing
boards. The Dor.ular explanation of this screen is that it has
a whip like action and throws the coal. An exam.ination while in
action revels no such, throvv-in;? or jerkin,? m.otion. A better ex-
planation of the action is as follovis:
As the screen eccentric reaches the end o-'^ its stroke,
considerable bendinr stress is developed in the wooden side arms.
At the instant the eccentric starts on its return stroke, all lost
motion, whether in eccentric, connecting rod, bearings or driving
belt, is done away with by this bending of the side boards. The
instant the dead center is passed the tightened parts deliver the
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maximum acceleration possible in the eccentric to the screen,
(RU?=a). Such a screen must approach more nearly than any other
the theoretical conditions illustrated by the plat, fig. 18, on
page 84. Consequently it works well with a very low slope, often
only 7^. Any other arrangement of drive which secures the initial
rapid acceleration would e-ivs the same advantage. For exam-ole, it
should be possible to fasten steel springs to a screen, o^- -freights
hanging from a rope over a pulley, for '-.he t^urpose of rettinc: full
advantare of the maxim.um acceleration. These schem.es have been
tried by several inventors. The steel springs soon crystallize,
and the extra weirhts lifted, add vibration. The ash or hickory
side boardswhere securely bolted leave little to be desired for
continued resiliency and lonfr life.
The original Parrish had the connecting rod between eccen-
tric and screen made of wood and tightly fastened at each end so
that slight bending of the rod took place on each stroke. This
was supposed to aid screening by a sliprht throw of the. coal. Spring!
board screens fitted with ordinary connecting rods free to keep
aligned, appear to work vrith equal success.
Owing to the weight of coarse coal screens and contained
coal, the use of the Parrish has been confined to coal requiring a
3 inch screen perforation as a m.axim.um and down to l/4 inch as a
minimum. It replaces the revolving screen perfectly in every cases
exceptinp; possibly in fine wet work.
An added advantage of the Parrish is the ease with v/hich
hand picking can be perform.ed on it. Som.etim^es the screen is
lengthened at the lower end by the addition of 8 or 10 feet of
blank or dead plate. The oversize passing over this plate can
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readily be cleaned of refuse by hand-Dicianr
. in one case \vhere
the screen is so wide (8 feet) that hand-kicking from the sides
becomes difficult, the screen is split in the middle by a protected
opening lar;?e enourh for a man to sit in. In this way he can
watch the coal coming dov;n the center of the screen and pick ef-
ficiently. Ssioecially where increased headroom is an object the
Parrish type of screens will probably be designed strong enough to
treat the lar.p-e run of mine coal.
(b) Other Modifications of the Simple Shaking Screen:
The simple shakinp: screen described as a model was assumed to be
hunf? from long loose rods or chains and to have practically a
horizontal path backward and forward. By shortening this sus-nen-
sion considerably the screen has a considerable rise on its forward
stroke and a drop on its back stroke, i.e., an upward and forward
and a downv/ard and backward m.otion. The action of such screens
is equivalent to increasing momentarily the angle of inclination in
that on the return or backward stroke the screen has an additional
tendency to drav; away from the particle. Such a screen should be
so hung that the supporting rods only swinp: to the vertical when
the screen is at the end of its backward stroke, for if swinging
freely as a pendulum, the advantae-e of the downward and backward
stroke is lost.
A modern shakin;? screen of this type is the Morrow, recent-
ly placed on the m.arket by the Morrow Manufacturinr Com.pany of
V/ellston, Ohio.
0. G. Peterson-^ has desip-ned a short sus-nension arm shaking
screen for use in a concrete tipple, using the assumption that a
^ Coal Age, Vol. 5, p. 958.
'
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swinginjj; screen should have a ratio between length of arm and time
of a complete swing corresponding: to that of a pendulum of equal
length.
From the properties of a pendulum
T = 2 7T Jlr where T = time of a comrilete swing
^ - length in feet
or for a screen of 60 R.p.m.
= 9 0/4 inches approx.
By mahinr the suspension about one foot lonp-, and increas-
ing the R.p.m. to 90 or 100, a pull is given to the screen which
draws it away from the coal. In this design the usual horizontal
vibration is partly replaced by a vertical one which makes concrete
tipple design more sim.ple.
The same effect of an upward throw on the forward stroke
may be gained by having the screen supported from, beneath bv rods
or plates which are inclined backwards from the vertical when the
screen is at the backward end of its stroke. In this case the
effect of the up-throv/ m.ay so increase the apparent angle of the
screen that the screening surface itself may be horizontal. Such
a screen is the Dodge Zimm.er, m.ade by the Dodge Manufacturing
Com-panjT- of Mishawara, Indiana. Ov/ino- to the weio-ht of coal being
lifted on the forward stroke, screens o"^ this ty-oe have a tendency
to become unbalanced, and ar^e said to require more power than the
ordinary shaking screen. Their great advantage is their low slope
It must be adm.itted that these special screens are not
original ideas, but have been developed from, sim.ilar English and
Germian screens. Supnorting shaking screens on rollers, which m.ay
run either on a horizontal or. inclined track has come into vog-ue
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durinr the last few years. Screens supported "by rollers running;
on a horizontal track or hearin^r plate, fig. 13a, have a horizontal
motion, v;hile screens supported on inclined bearing plates, fij?.
13b, have the upv;ard and forward and downward and backward r^.otion,
thus renuirine- less slo-ne to obtain
the same screening effect, but tend-
ing to cause more vibration and to
require more power. Variations
-Prom
these types are found where the rollo:!|
are split and the bearing plates have
tongues fitting into the space. This
precaution prevents the screens from
wabbling. In other cases the shaft
of the roller is fixed into a bearinp-
at each end, and the bearing plates,
instead of being fixed below the
roller, rest on the roller and are attached to the screen. This
arrangement is said to be effective as it offers little chance for
the ever present dust to find lodp:m.ent on a wearinF part.
Balancing. Especial attention should be given to the
question of balancing shaking screens. The standard type is al-
ways made in two sections driven from, the sam^e shaft, and m.oving
in opposition to each other with eccentrics 180° apart. Occasional-l
ly three screens with eccentrics spaced at 120° are on the same
shaft. At one or two old installations in Illinois only a single
screen is used, an ineffective effort beins- made to avoid vibration
by a heavy fly-wheel on the shaft. In one case this flv-wheel was
reported to weigh two tons. • These balanced screens m.av be tandem.
Fig. 13a oc b. Rollers and
Supports for Shaking Screens
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one following the other, or rnay be top and bottom, superimTiosed,
and either of them m.ay be single, doiible or trii^le deck.
v;here two screens are in balance, the s.ame diameter of ec-
centric is generally used, therefore the moving parts have the
same moment arm, and the total xveights vibrating, including: each
screen v/ith its ai/erage load of coal should be approximate Iv the
same. Past practice gave little attention to this detail, one
tipple being noted where the screens when in action threatened to
shake down the structure. A rapid estimation of xvei^hts showed
the top screen to wei^-h with load about 12 tons and the bottom
screen about 3, an unbalanced load of about 9 tons. Under such
conditions as these shaking screens were set in special and separate
frame work from the rest of the tipple. Some of the more recent
designs have been so well balanced that this separate structure
has been done away with. Som.e construction comDanies, however,
still use the independent shaker structure, claimine- that as the
load on the screens mav vary by several tons, balancing for every
condition is not possible.
Engineering Data: Size of screens for run of mine coal.
An inspection of about 50 Illinois mine tipples reveals a wide
difference in size of the screens used for different capacities
and for the same capacity.
The width of a shaker screen is the measure of its
capacity to take and discharge material. Averap:e widths used
for different capacities are about as follov/s:
8-hour capacity Width of screen
1000 tons and less 6 Ft.
Between 1000 - 2000 tons . 7 Ft
.
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Between 2000 - 3000 tons 8 Ft.
" 3000 - 4000 " 9 Ft.
Over 4000 " 10 Ft.
The length of the screens is a direct measure of the clean-
ness of separation of the different feizes. The usual tipple
screens have three sizes of holes, 1 1/4 or 2 inch holes on the
upper screen, followed by 3 inch and 6 inch holes on the lower
screen, thus 4 sizes of products are made.
1=0 - 1 1/4 inch or 2 inch screenings
2=1 1/4 inch or 2 inch - 3 inch nut coal
3=3 inch - 6 inch egg coal
4=6 inch lump coal
Again there is a wide difference in practice, coming from
two causes, (1) Difference of design, both in area of plate for a
given quantity and from the fact that either the small, medium or
large holes may come first and have to take m.ost of the tonnage.
(See Methods of Screening? p.//)- Most often the small holes come
first. In this case it is not infrequent to place "relief"
screens -with lar^je holes, 12 - 18 inches above the small screen.
This device may add 20 per cent to the capacity of a screen. Often
commercial reasons keep a producer from, doing complete screening?;,
since in general the m.ore fine coal he produces, the less average
price will he receive for a ton of run of mine coal. The fol-
lowing figures have been gathered for the average case in Illinois
practice.

Table showin.c details of firat screening surface on shaking scr
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oens
No. of
Screens 8-Hour
Examined Capacity
Average
Average length
V/idth Average Sq. Av. area of
of Ft. per ton of this screen
Section per hour screen in ft. Remarks
5 Under 1000 tons 6 Ft. 0.84 105 sq. ft.
12 1000-2000 tons 7 ff 0.54 135 " ff 19.3
14 2000-3000 tons 8 ff 0.4(=^ 172.^ " ff 21.5
8 3000-4000 tons 9 ff 0.35 175.0 " 19.5
4 Over 4000 tons 10 ff 0.30 187.5 " ff 18.8
Relief
Relief
screen
usua.
Relief
screen.
generallv
Running Variables: The average tipple screen slopes about
3 1/2 inches per foot of length or 16° 16', certain ones have slope|i
as great as 21° and others as small as 12°.
One hundred revolutions per minute with an eccentric hav-
ing a 6-inch throw represent averajre m.ovement and the extremes re-
corded are 65 revolutions per minute and a 9-inch throw," and 120
revolutions per minute with a 4 l/2 inch throw. From the theo-
retical grounds previously discussed, it is im.possible to criti-
cise these single variables without more thorou.p-h exam.ination of
the other variables than it was possible to rive.
Power. The ordinary drive is from a steam engine situated
under the tipple and usually of about 35 rated horse power. As
the screen shaft is usually above the engine at a high angle an un-
favorable condition for a belt drive is brought about. The v/riter
recommends the sim.ple expedient of an idler pullev placed on the
loose >arf-4i' of the belt and about one-fourth way from, driver to
driven pulley as a remedy for these troubles. A frequent diffi-
culty is the stopping of the screens on the dead center of their
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eccentrics; especially if they happen to contain a load of coal
trouble may be encountered in starting from this position. In
one case this has been done away with by connectinjT the screen
drive shaft to two small steam enp-ines with crank pins set at an
acute an^p-le and either engine may start the load.
More recently, the direct current electric motor with
chain or belt drive has been installed for tip-ole screens. By
using a controller considerable latitude in revolutions per minute
of the screen may be obtained. Warren, Biesecker and Powell"'" havE
recently made power tests on shaking screens driven from motors.
They found that where opposing each other at 180° on the same shaft
the screens gave minim.ujn vibration, but a maxim.um variation of load
on the motor, and recommend the installation of a fly-wheel on the
motor shaft to compensate these load fluctuations. The mooters
noted in Illinois tipples varied from. 25 to 50 horse-Dower accord-
infr to the size of the screen. Two 10 foot x 28 foot tipDle
shaking screens on a recent test in Illinois consumed 2(i horse-
power runnino- full. A French test on a Briart shaking screen
showed that 35 per cent of the horse-power was absorbed by engine
and belting, 38 per cent in m.oving the screen, and 27 per cent in
m.oving the coal.
Methods of Obtaining the Reciprocating Motion. In nearly
every case the eccentric is used to give sim.ple harmonic motion
to the screen. In som.e cases objection has been m.ade on account
of excessive wear, lar.ee bearing surface, and difficulty of con-
trollinjP: lost motion. This has led to the use of the crank pin
in several cases and recently an installation using an offset crank
— _ __________
Bull. A.I.M.E., Feb., 1916, p. 181.
I
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shaft has met with success. One or two rather coi^plicated bell
crank mechanisrns for obtainin.p- harmonic ir.otion have been tried, but
owing to their many joints with accumulatinp- lost motion, they will
not come into common use. English practice"^ in shaker screen de-
sign causes eccentric to act on the screen near its center of
gravity in order to prevent jerk. American practice does not
follov; this, and its value is doubtful.
Operating Variables with the Parrish Screen. The separa-
tion of the small coal with this screen generally takes place in a
rescreenor or building separate from the main tipple. The slope
of the screen is about 7°. The number of revolutions of the driv-
ing shaft 130 - 160 per minute and the length of throw 5-6 inches
This is a greater speed than can be used with the tipple screen and
is made possible by the li^?ht weie-ht and low slope.
To illustrate capacity, a successful installation in
Illinois is quoted. Capacity 2400 tons in 8 hours of 2 inch -
screenings; width of screens 8 feet; top screen 1 l/4 inch round
hole plate (protected by a relief screen) 24 feet long, or 0.64
square feet Der ton per hour; middle screen 3/4 inch round hole
Dlate, 24 feet lonp^ or 0.87 square feet per ton Der hour; bottom
screen 3/8 inch round hole plate, 24 feet long or 1.42 square feet
per ton per hour.
Sizes made 2 inch - l/4 inch No. 2 nut = 26.5 per cent
(round holes)
1 1/4 inch- 3/4 " " 3 " = 21.7 " "
3/4 inch - 3/8 inch" 4 " = 13.8 " "
3/8 inch - " 5 " = 38.0 " "
Jour. Soc. Ghem. Ind. Vol. 30, d. 662.
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Power tssts made at this rescreener show 4 l/s horse-TDOwer
consumed in driving the screens empty and 12 horse-power when
loaded. A 15 horse-power direct current motor furnishes the
power. Other modern installations have about the same area Der
ton per hour for the sam.e sizes, and vary the area for different
tonnage chiefly by a change in the width of the screen. A sug-
1
gested formula for horse-power consumed in driving these hanger
supported screens is
H. P. 0.00000000112 X W
where V/ = weight of reciprocating parts, including coal
4 to 6 inches deep on all screen surfaces.
R = revolutions per minute
S = stroke in feet equal to the throw of the crank.
In some washeries, the Parrish screen is renorted in use
for sizing wet coal, but no special difference in the running
variables is reported from, those used for dry sizing. For wet
sizing under l/4 inch, however, the writer is inclined to still
favor the revolving screen.
Cost of Shaking Screens Installations: The cost of shaker
screen installations has been reported at from $1000. to t.8000.
This usually includes cost of screens, driving newer, and supports,
but not their installation. An averap-e life, arrived at from cal-
culating viThen the cost of renewals equalled the first cost of the
screens, is 7 - 8 years, and with an allowance of 13 l/3 per cent
yearly for depreciation, although one installation had a lij^e of
only 2 years.
The Marcus Type of Screen: Within three years a new type
of tipple shakino: screen, the Marcus screen, m.anufactured by
McGann. VJ.H. CQAL AGT^^ F^b . 26 . lOlfi^ p. 368 . —
—
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Roberts and Schaefer Company, Chicago, Illinois, has been installed
at least at three Illinois coal mines and at various places in other
states.
This screen is horizontal, resting on rollers and is eriven
a differential reciprocating motion from a novel differential head
motion drive. The stroke is 10 to 12 inches and with about 70
R.p.m. Starting from the extreme backward position tli^ screen
m.oves forward with a constantly increasinrr velocity, reaching a
maximum at about th_ree-fourths of the stroke. The velocity now
decreases rapidly and the screen stODs ani starts back m.ovine- with
fairly uniform velocity until near its first position when it is
brought to an easy stop and then begins a new stroke. The result
is that the coal on the screen is thrown forward near the forward
end of each stroke, and v/ithout being thrown back on the return
stroke. The velocity of the coal on the screen is about 50 feet
per minute. A diagram, of the head motion is given in figure 14.
The great advantage of the screen is its horizontal posi-
tion on which any number of sizes of coal can be prepared without hav-
ing undue height of the tipple and m.oreover, the prepared coal has
only a low drop into the railroad cars below. An added advantaf?;e
is the ease with which hand-pi ckinp; can be conducted on the screen
while it is in m.ction. A disadvantao-e is its .lerkins: motion which
is unbalanced and which must be absorbed to -nrevent vibration. In
practice this motion is absorbed by placing the head motion on a
heavy block of concrete extending to the ground. In the average
case this concrete block weighs 150 tons.
Engineering Data: A Marcus table 6 feet wide is designed
to handle 1600 tons per 8 hours, one 7 feet wide will handle 2000
tons and costs about ,^7000. P^^^®'
a^reater tonnage is
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to be treated, two separate installations are used. From the
screens installed the averaee niunber of square feet of screen
used per ton per hour for the different sizes are as follows:
Average 8 hour tonnaee = 1730 tons. Average width 6 l/3 feet.
1 1/4 inch size 2 inch size 3 inch size 6 inch size
Area
Square 84 50 40 24
Feet
Sq. Pt.
per ton
£er hr
.
0. 39 0.83 0.18 0.11
The Marcus screen is not an American invention, having
been used and described in English coal preparation work several
years before being brought out in this country. There has been
this difference, hov/ever, that where English engineers were satis-
fied with a duty of 500 tons per day, American engineers have so
improved and strenjrthened it that up to 2200 tons have been pre-
pared per screen per 8 hours.
There are a number of other screens of this type in use
abroad, that is, having differentially accelerated motions on the
forward and back stroke. As they have not been introduced into
this country and as their differences consist in different mechani-
cal head movements to obtain the desired motion, thev v;ill not be
described.
Other Shaking Screens: One of the m.ost successful
European shaking screens for large coal is the Briart"^ which was
developed in Belgium in the seventies and has been used increasing-
ly in the other European countries. In principle like the shaking
1
Bull. Soc. Ind. Min. Series. HI, Vol. XI, 1897, p. 745.

screen, it consists of a number of parallel bars which may form a
true bar screen, or they may be wide and flat and contain holes as
an ordinary plate screen. Alternate bars are attached to one ec-
centric, the other half to another spaced 180° on the same shaft
underneath the screen. The coal is lifted forward first bv one
set of bars risin^t? and then by the other. German writers praise
the screen highly, especially for tender or friable coarse coals.
Outside the anthracite field in Pennsylvania, the writer has only
one record of an installation in America of a similar screen, that
of the Acme Coal Company, Sheridan, Wyoming, installed by the
Ottumwa Iron Works Company, Ottujnwa, Iov;a. In the anthracite
field they are called oscillatin,*? or movable bar screens. They
are used there for handlincr very heavy lumps of coal. Paul
Sterling^ says their advantap:es are: (1) Heavy construction to
handle lar,cre pieces of lump coal; (2) Their action as a regulator
and feeder for other machines; (3) Saving in slope, and, therefore
,
in hei;?ht of the structure; (4) The slow speed, 50 R.D.m. of the
shaft, prevents vibration.
A similar screen is the finp-er bar screen, in aiDToearance
like the opened fingers of a band and attached to the lower end of
a shaking screen or chute where it overhangs the railroad car being
loaded. Poorly screened or unscreened coal sliding over these
fin^^ers has the small coal passed as undersize, while the lumps
discharge over the lower end of the finfers. In this way the fine
coal falls into the car first, and as the car is moved aloDp: slowly,
the coarse lumps fall on top, which Fives a lumpy appearance to the
whole load. Curious local slanc phrases are used to designate these
Preparation of Anthraci te
.
7" A. I .M ,E . Oct. 1911, p. 767.
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screens.
Certain types of shakin;r screens have heen invented where
the ^.otion is from side to side ivhich causes the coal to zi^-zag
slowly do\m the inclined screen; although the slow rate of travel
makes for low capacity yet the screening under these conditions is
conplGte. No data are available on their work.
Bumping Screens: In the earlier days of coal preparation
the humping screen or "knocker" screen as it is sometimes called was
a favorite. The principle of action is that the moving screen is
suddenly brought to a stop by striking- a bumping post, or is struck
a blow by a rapidly moving cam. In either case the coal is thro?m
forward on the screen. Their advantage is in the low slope that
can be used, and that they do p-ood work at very slow speeds. A
m.odification of this type is the screen lifted at one or both ends
by a cam. and allowed to drop suddenly.
The disadvantages of all these screens are that their .jar
tends to break the coal. Especially with coarse coal, the load
on the screen may become so heavy that the impact of screen and
bumping post is excessive and the vibration rapidly wears out both
screen and machinery. It has been reported that a nujnber of
knocker screens are used as fine coal screens in Kentucky tipples.
At the best they were an effort to p^et avmy from the use of roller
screens on fine coal, a problem that has been solved by the Parrish.
Vibrating Screens for Coal: The final class of coal
screen may be called vibrating screens, which are divided into:
(a) Gyratory screens, which follow an irregular path and (b) True
Vibrating screens, which travel in the same vertical, horizontal
or inclined plane. Class (b) are used almost wholly in ore work
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and will he discussed under that heading p./^y).
(a) Gyratory screens. In this class are included all
screens that have such an irregular motion as to cause the coal to
assume an irregular path in ellipses of varying eccentricity in its
passage over the screen. A common hand riddle is the best example
of this type, and a few moments work with one will convince that
theoretically at least, such a m.otion will screen material more
quickly and cleaner than any other motion possible. The irregular
rolling:: path which must be followed by any particle turns it over
and over and presents a maxim.um number of positions to any
perforation
.
In this country on coal work the one SLiccessful screen of
this type is the Coxe"'-, which has a circular com.bined with a rock-
ing motion. It fulfils the expected advantages of correct sizing
and large capacity, but as compared with shakin.p; screens, which
have in a measure replaced them, they cost more, both in original
price and maintenance, they are more inaccessible, and are hard to
balance properly. As it was first used in the anthracite prepara-
tion and in America, has been mostly confined there, a fuller de-
scription is not attem.pted. It is interesting to note that it has
been copied in the European field for both bituminous coal and for
ore work.
Abroad the two principal vibrating screens are the
Enp;lish Vibrom.eter and the Ger^.an Karlik PendulLim screen, row or
formerly in common use at Westphalian collieries.
The Vibrometer^ is slightly inclined and suspended by four
Coxe, Sckley B. T.A.I.M.E., Vol. 19, 1890, p. 1598.
2
Correspondence with Hardy Patent Pick Co., Makers, Sheffield
England. *
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flexible rods. The vertical central driving shaft or swindle is
also flexible, and attached to it is an adjustable lever on which a
weight is fixed. This unbalanced load, when revolvin/r around the
spindle creates a peculiar motion of the particles on the screen
which can be best described by callins- it a series of loops within
a larger loop. The largest size, 12 feet lonp x 4 feet wide, costs
^^825. f.o.b. and with a one-inch screen has a capacity of one ton
per square foot of soreeninj? area per hour. Revolutions per
minute of shaft = 350. H.P. required 5. Apart from its perfect
screening these fip-ures do not compare with the Am.erican Parrish
in duty.
The Karlik Pendulum screen or nest of screens, is hung
from above by a long suspension frame which has a ball and socket
joint. A loose eccentric drive from underneath imparts rotation
and from the looseness of suspension, a tipping motion is p-iven the
screens, closely imitatin,!? the motion of the ordinary hand screen
when correctly used.
An efficient gyratory hand laboratorv coal screen was
installed recently in the m.inin.cr; laboratorv at the University of
Illinois under the v/riter's direction. Here a nest of coal screens
is placed in a frame, which is suspended from above by a lonp- chain.
Protruding downv/ards from the center of
, the bottom of the frame is
a pipe several inches lonp-, which fits looselv around a lug fastened
to the floor. The top of the nest can be ^iven a horizontal motioj
while the bottom, can only m.ove vertically. The effect of a msh
on the top of the nest is to displace the center of gravity and when
released, the nest returns to its orip-inal position with a jerk. If
used in commercial sizes such. a screen would put tremendous vibra-
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tion on any supportin.o; structi^re.
Shaking Screens in Ore 'Vork: For reasons outlined
gravity bar screens have riven real satisfaction in coarse ore work
and troraraels hold first Dlace from mediiim dov/n to the rather fine
sizes. In special cases the shaking screen has taken their places.
Thus in rough screening before or after a coarse rock breaker, where
sufficient head room for a gravity bar screen or len.p:th of space
necessary for a trommel can not be obtained, the shaking screen may
be substituted with f^ood results. This condition often exists
where the rock crusher :l.ischarpre is in a pit below the general
ground level. With the exceptions that as ore is twice as heavy
as coal and therefore only half the screen area for the same ton-
nage is required, and that the coefficient of startincr friction for
ore is som.ewhat greater than for coal, requiring a slin-btly greater
slope foT" the same conditions of speed and tbrov;, the desip-n of
shaker screens for ore v/ork does not differ greatly from that of
coal screens. They should be made much stronger for the same
size of material. In operating the wear of screen plate and holes
will be found much greater than with coal.
For the medium and fine sizes of ore, both wet and dry,
the trommel seems to fulfil every required condition. For example,
in Germany a large ore dressing plant at Clausthal which had been
equipped with shaking- screens for this material in the eip:hties,
had within ten years replaced them, with trommel screens. The
writer bad experience with a half inch hole shaker screen while
operating a Montana mill. While the ore was dry the screen did
good work. On days wlien the ore vifas damp the screen would in-
variably blind. Under similar conditions trom.mels would have keDt
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open, sspsoially as wire screening with a lar^e percentapre of spaces
coul'i have been used with trommels, while the shaker, which required
a smooth plate screen had a much lower percentage of openings.
Vibrating Screens for Ores: There is one class of shaV-
in,P: screens which have a large field of usefulness in ore work, the
inclined vibrating screen, class (b) V-JO^ It has been shown
previously that trommels fail, either wet or dry to screen material
under 1 mm. dia?Tieter and that in sizes as large as 2 mms. trouble
occurs. Furthermore, in considering gravity screens composed of
plate or of wire cloth the statement was made that the screens must
be of frreat length in the fine sizes and that here trouble comes
from the blinding of the screen holes with tbe fine particles of ore,
If these inclined gravity screens are subjected to a rar)id vibra-
tion, even thoueh it be of very small amplitude, the screen keeps
open and works rapidly, furthermore since they may slope at about
45° the screen surface opening can be large in proportion to the
maxim.um particle of undersize. This class of screens are the most
successful yet devised to handle in a dry way the finest sizes of
ore from about l/2 inch to even as sm.all as 180 mesh.
On the Am.erican market four m.akes of these screens have
been successful, all doin^ about the same class of work. They are
the Newago, the Kent, the Jeffrev, and the Impact screens.
Fig. 15 represents the Newago screen and details its
principle of action. Little hammers worked mechanically keep
the wire screen cloth in rapid vibration, and altovup to three sizes
of product to be made at once. Owing to tbe great number of
pieces in a ton of, say 1 m.m. and finer material, tbe tonnage
handled by this screen is much less tban with screens handling:

larger sizes. A screen 6 feet by 6 feet with 1 nm. holes handles
upwards of 5 tons per hour. The Kent and Jeffrey screens are
similar in construction, differing: only in the manner of applying
the vibration. The horse-r>ower is nominal^ probably l/2 - 1 H.P.
per screen.
In practice the size of product produced by using various
of
bize;i,sauare hole screen cloth is about as follows:
A
~
Mesh of Cloth Maximum Mesh of Product
10 16-18
14 26
18 32
24 ^-0
40 65
60 100
100 200
A double Kent screen 3 feet by 6 feet with a 45° slope as
installed in the mininp: laboratory, Universitjf of Illinois, gave
the following results v/ith a lim.estone gang-ue ore.
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Product on a l4-mesh ard through 3-inesh (l/4-irich opening:).
Maximum size of grain = 0.1^8 inch, minimum remained on
28-mesh standard wire screen. This shows an average si7.e of grain
sli.o-htly more than half the average size of the holes used.
The Impact screen differs from these in that the inclined
screen frame is suspended from a spring on each side vvhlch are
pressed dovm slirhtly by toothed v/heels or m.ultiple cams fastened
to a shaft. When the highest point of the cam. is passed the
spring causes the screen to fly back about 3/4 inch to the lower
point on the next tooth. In this v;ay 200 to 400 vibrations per
minute are given the screen, causing fine ore passin.o- o^e^ it to
have a path resem.bling corn in a corn popper. The result is ef-
ficient screening. One of the first of these screens was in-
stalled by the writer. Within a week the vibration had shaken it
to pieces, necessitating its tem.porary disuse. Its efficient work
:during its short life so im.pressed the management that the screen
was entirely rebuilt with double its former strength, and satis-
faction resulted. Later screens from, the manufacturers have been
of equal strenFth.
Without doubt, when it becomes necessarv to prepare coal
dry in sizes under l/4 inch this type of screens will find exten-
sive use in the industry.
Conclusions. In summarizing the v/ork of the various
coal screens two points m.ust be emphasized. (l) The choice of a
coal tipple screen should depend, first of all on its simplicity,
for in a practical way coal preparation has not reached the stage
which requires absolute separation of one size from, another and
relative quantities alone are. considered. (2) All other engi-
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naering features are of ^^iror importance compared with absence of
vibration. A screen producing vibration not only requires more
power, but shakes itself and the supiDortinp- structure to -nieces,
necessitatinr ^I'requent renewals and repairs.
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